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hi.ven't heard a word on that lately."
lie argued there would be no reduction in the cost of living under the
new tariff unless it came with a cessation of business activity. All of the
t.mall reductions in tariff would be
"absorbed at the wharf in New York"
and would never reach the consumer.
Murdock, regressRepresentative
ive leader of the house,wasone of the
excluded
ir inority conferees, who
from the tariff conference, caused
the close in the REPORT
OFF laughter by describing
LEADS
SENATOR
UNDERWOOD
conference and his share in them.
SAYS
"A bound boy at a husking bee must
WITH
PLEA
FOR NEW TARIFF
be a perfect cyclone of activity, comDUTY
IS
26
AVERAGE
MEASURE.
pared to u minority member of a tariff conference committee," said
HAVE
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if
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MADE

SEC!
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AT

EL

SONORA, DURANGO,
SINALOA

AND

:;n. Thomas
Auburn, X. Y., Sept.
Molt Osborne, chairman of the stale

commission tor prison reform, com-- i
pleted his first day in Auburn prison
Inmate for
today as a
the purpose o studying prison eondi-- i
tions. The report of the prison phyui-clan showed that he stood the prison!
diet satisfactorily.
Willi the broom and basket factory
gang lie was marched from his cell at
PASO, 6:30 this morning to empty cell buck-- ;
els, wash and eat a breakfast of roll-ed oats, bread and coffee. After break-fast he proved an apt pupil at basket:

CHIHUAHUA

weaving.

j

Mur-c'ock- .

PLEDGES

MEASURE

AYS

ARE

the imposing
fully appreciate
honor that was conferred on me," he
said. "Scarcely 100 out of the 10,000
who have been members of congress

MAKES END

since this government began, have
been members of conference committees on tariff bills, but I have to report that things are not what they
seem in tariff conferences."
Mr. Murdock declared the eight
Democratic members of the conference committee had practically written the tariff bill in secret conference.
"This bill began in secret and it
ends in secret," he said. "I am opposed to that course of action."
Back of the tariff bill, he said, there
was distinct promise of; the Democratic party to reduce the cost of living. He declared it would not bring
fbout this result; that other factors
than tariff rates controlled the cost of
living.
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nor presented a proper order."

"Did he present the order?"

ASK FOR RULING

"lie did."

Kressel produced the order. Fuller
M:id lie had never seen it until it was
produced before the Frawley
committee and could not say
whether it was the same now as at
It was
Ihe time it was presented.
dated July 11, 1913, and read:
"Please deliver to J. M. .loseptlial
the securities held us collateral for
my loan on payment of debit balance
flue thereon."
It was signed, "William Sulzer, for
Mrs. Sulzer."
"Did Mrs. Sulzer ever have anything to do with this account?-- '
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your office?"
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dozen Chicago
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gating an estimated total of more than
Denver, Colo., Sept. 30. A tele- the rebels there say the revolution Rexroat, the tango teacher, murdered produced the books, testified that I'l!'s "d
its great reductions on articles of
so that an extra- 1,500,000 acres, have been entered up..
t,,i been made in the national committee,
general use, this bill places many of gram from Sheriff Jefferson Farr of has not succeded.
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greeted with applause from the Dem- Governor Amnions stated that he did- machine gun platoon of the Third Cav- identity of the slaver, who Is supposed iance against the account on previous
Title to ail of this land is involved
ocratic side of the house. In contrast not consider the situation there sufli- alry and Battery C of the Third Pield to have 'used the name of Spencer. stock transactions. These dated back in the advisory committee, provides
with the average tariff of 26 per cent ciently threatening to warrant the Artillery, are being rushed in three The informant said the murderer for- to early in 1!10 and there was put in- for one delegate from each congres- in the present suit, according to Wm.
aspresence of troops. He reiterated his (special trains to Eagle Pass this at merly lived at. rsushnell. 111., that he to evidence letters showing that, dur- sional district, where the Republican Denman of San Francisco, special
ad valorem in the Underwood-Simmonvote is forty per cent or less of the sistant to the attorney general of the
bill, he said the existing Payne previous announcement that he would iternoon. Xo definite reason was giv worked as a "bounce" at a dance hall ing that time the firm had repeated-lin Denver
law has an average of over forty per not use the militia until It was dem- er. at, department headquarters for the three
nulled on the governor for more total: two delegates where it is from United States, who arrived
years ago In an amusement park
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steady
margin
where Mrs. Rexroat was employed.
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last Democratic administration had an were unable to maintain order.
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Washington,
Mr. Denman stated that the action
.
... u.c
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under the new law, Mr. Under- governor today by several residents
wi,t....w...
thought here that Urigadier General plice and that the motive was robbery. bought tnrougnas
in certifying the issues to
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States is highly satisfactory to the
to-expenditures in 1915. He gave the governor's callers included those who to increase the guard at Eagle Pass knowledge dangerous to them, and had borrowed money on them His I last convention was 10C2 and under
a final
as it will
house the treasury experts figures, favor and those who oppose the imme in nrrvpnl the noHsihle destruction tlmt thev resorted tn murder to
borrowings including the $40,000 the new plan would be 1044, so that government, of the case bring
probably a
the proportion of northern to southern disposition
made public yesterday, showing that diate use of troops in the coal camps. t
debited against him in the "cross
Intovnatinnal bridges there bv u,i,(.p
$10,- delegates would be largely increased. year sooner than had been expected.
Tt hull lippn Mnill
the total government revenue In 1915 According to reports received at the n...niiiiiliilaEi
man n..ii,.vBii in iietpctivea to trv" transaction, amounted
that
on the
Another plan gives one delegate for Associated with Mr. Denman
vould be $1,0211,000,000,
expenditures governor's office, conditions generally the Carrancistas were about ready to answer the description of "Spencer" 000, according to the books,
side of the controversy
are quiet and orderly. The operators lftavs Chidad
was made. Fuller each 10,000 votes with four at large goverrment's
fl,OOS,000,000, surplus $18,000,000.
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"cross
Diaz, across th was arrested in a- Kn-towThe
entry"
to
each state. Under it the south- is Ernest Knaebel, also an assistant
"After three years of battle, today today continued the posting of evic Din nronila from F.:irle Pass, and it inhnn. Chief nf Detectives Hahiin sent toot liiprl because his partner thought
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representation
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months in studying the complicated
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denied
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ple," continued Mr. Underwood. "No SECOND EXTRA SESSION
latter
destroy the;
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they might attempt
OVER MEXICAN SITUATION. drawal, entry and
matter what criticisms our adversaOF LEGISLATURE CALLED
As; man sought and said he lived fn Elm-- ,
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a government oil lands.
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entire
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jn malgm accounts, the
The Midwest Oil company and othwhether they believe it wise or workNashville, Teun., Sept. 30. Gov- the border situation, he ordered these lished lus Identity as Albert Bauer, fm )8 wav jnt0 the collateral put up lengthy conference on the subject of er corporations and individuals simiable, no man can deny that the repre- ernor Hooper today called a second additional troops without consulting accounted for himself satisfactorily, in the firm's transactions with DanKs. the situation in Mexico today with the larly situated assert that the withMost. Rev. Eeopoldo Ruiz, archbishop
sentatives of the American people, extraordinary session of the Tennes- the war department here.
and was allowed to go.
Attorney Kresel tor rue imprmu- of Michoacan, Mexico, who had come drawal of the lands by President Taft
Everett A. Rexroat, a Macomb coun- ment
constituting the Democratic party in see legislature on Oct. 13 to consider
mis
May Be Removed From Office.
tnai
intimated
managers,
of his was illegal, and that all entries made
congress have kept every pledge made prohibition law enforcement bills. In
San Diego, Calif., Sept. 30. Miguel ty farmer, husband of Mrs. Mildred "cross entry" was not made on Dec. to Rome to present the report
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Gomez, governor of the northern
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acquaintance books showed that on June 16, 1013,
history
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"The question which now confronts trict of Lower California, passed jury
candidates for the presidency of Mex- that the president
testi- taxation.
the people is 'shall the laws of the through San Diego today on his way;and life with Mrs. Rexroat. His
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PACE TWO
10 CENT

"CASCARETS"

TUESDAY,

GRAND JURORS' Mother's

IS YOUR LAXATIVE

in Every Home

Liver and Bowel Cleanser and
Stomach Regulator In the World
Work While You Sleep.

Best

First In

SECRETS ARE

Get a 10 cent box.
Put aside just once the Salts,
Pills, Castor Oil or Purgative Waters
which merely force a passageway
through the bowels( but do not thoroughly cleanse, freshen and purify
these drainage organs, and have no ef SO
ffct whatever upon the liver and

New Cranberries!

Friend

Comfort and Safety Assured Before
the Arrival of the Stork.

and Meat, $3.50 per
Oyster Shells
$2.50 "
Meat Scraps, f.
$ .05 '
Ground Charcoal, . . . $ .03 "
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed (i n;
"3
ot Corn, Bran, Oatsand

...

SACRED

I

Keep your "insides" pure and fresh
which thoroughly
Cascarets,
cleanse the stomach, remove the undigested, sour food and foul gases, take
the excess bile from the liver and
carry out of the system all the constipated waste matter and poisons in

WINTER GROCERY CO.

(he bowels.

ZPIHOnSTE!

40.

Cascaret tonight will make you
great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken,
and cost only 0 cents a box from
your druggist. Millions of men and
v.omen take a Cascaret now and then
and never have Headache, Bilious-- I
Coated Tongue, Indigestion, Souf
iss,
Stomach or Constipated Bowels. Cas
carets belong in every household
Children just love to take them.
A

feel

CAPITAL COAL YARD

j

lb.

"

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

PHONE 19"W.

RULES IN GONZA-

The old saying what is home without
a mother should add "Mother's Friend."
TO ALLOW ANY COURT OFFICER
In thousands of American homes there
Is a bottle of this splendid and famous rem-"l- y
TO TESTIFY
AS TO WHAT HAP- -!
that has aided many a woman through
the trying ordeal, saved her from suffering
and
pain, kept her in health of mind and
PENED IN THE JURY ROOM.
body in advance of baby's coming and had
a most wonderful Influence in developing a
neaituy, lovely disposition In the child.
There Is no other remedy so truly a help
VERDICT IS GIVEN
to nature as Mother's Friend. It relieves
the pain and discomfort caused by the
train on the ligaments, makes pliant those
FOR THE DEFENDANT
nitres ana muscles which nature Is expand
ing and soothes the Inflammation of breast

The suit of David Gonzales against
Cleofes Romero for damages in the
sum of $12,400 came to an end last!
night when Judge E. L. Medler instructed the jury to bring in a verdict

cwt.
"

r..,i
Ptl CWl.

Alfalfa,

JUDGE MEDLER

30, 1912.

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone

LES VS. ROMERO CASE REFUSING

with

SEPTEMBER

L2G H

;:!iinds.

Mother's Friend is an external remedv.
nets quickly and not only banishes all distress In advance, but assures a speedy and
Thus
complete recovery for the mother.
cie becomes a healthy woman with all her
;i ength preserved to thoroughly enjoy the
l . ; i mg or her child.
Mother's Friend can
be had at any
drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
and Is really one of the greatest blessings
ever discovered for expectant mothers.
Write to Bradfleld Regulator Co., 1'28
Bldg., Atlanta, (3a., for their free
book. Write
It is most instructive,

I

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN
ODS,

METH

Electricity plays a most Impo-

rtant part.
The grandfather would
for the defendant. The judge declared
PHONE 85 MAIN.
that no proof had been shown that
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- there had been malicious prosecution
em home and why all this light? To
of the plaintiff by the former super
AND RETAIL
ALL IS READY FOR
intendent of the territorial penitenmake the home more homelike to make
DEMING BIG DAY tiary.
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
The trial began yesterday afternoon tiff told on the stand about a
"pardon"
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
aroused a good deal of interest being granted to Alberto Alvarez
and
for father, mother and children. Good light
by
Deming, X. M., gept. 30. (ialnes as a number .of well known
Santa Governor Mills.
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
Mr. Gonzales said
Brothers, among the most successful jpeans were on the jury. George
that is easy on the eyes is very much to b
ALL
SIZES.
that the pardon was on the condition
ANTHRACITE COAL,
and progressive farmers of the valley,
the plaintiff, that Alvarez
Howard
should go to Old Mexico.
desired.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T- & S. F. Railroad Depot. jhave a very interesting report on the land at the represented
session Col.: The line of
afternoon
questioning followed show
cost of fuel oil for the 1913 season of
George W. Prichard assisted Mr. How-- : ed an effort to establish that Alvarez
for
pumping
irrigation. They
C. Catron, of this city was
Charles
ard.
pardoned on the ground of ill
62 acres, forty acres of which
and Charles A. Spless of Las Vegas. 'health, but that Dr. J. H. Sloan had
was in pink beans and 22 acres in row
Romero
Warden
former
for
given a certificate of good health when
To appeared
crops, aside from their garden.
In his opening statement Mr. How-- : ;the man came out of the pen.
pump water on this acreage
they ard stated that he would strive
tr
Mr. Howard offered a copy of the
distillate
bought ten barrels of S
the plaintiff prior to ,iuiy, isi'i t.n.ln !
- ouitob ou-I. ....,1
land 11 barrels of 7
at proveomnlnverf
distillate,
.
n
at
Ihfi
MEXICO.
NEW
clpntrloinn
ROSWELL,
to it as irrelevent. There was1 i
.
- ijected
ja total cost of $90.45, or a fraction less penitentiary
was
uisji.
ne
ann inat
. . vy.r.aa
than $1.50 per acre for the entire sea- l,.,..,vo,1
"
'The West Point of (fie Southwest.
.o" nnd tlint 1, """
.lll,nnt
these are actual figures as rec was said he had stolen certain articlei arose and exclaimed: "Of course, if it
ison.
can be shown that Governor Mills and
orded in the books of the Secretary of
Ranked as "Distinguished
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
wearing apparel; and that the war Warden Romero considered Mr. Gon
of the
Valley Farmers' as- den said as much to the board of
peni
Institution " by the U S. sociation.Mimbres
zales a person of such importance as
The Gaines Brothers' wells
IENT
as
to touch the button and
commissioners; that the plain to
War Department.
have a
pardon this man to get him out of
pumping head. If anv tentiary
of employmeu'
out
was
tiff
thrown
is ready to cook your
stove
your
farmers in the Mimbres valley can
the country, because of the possible
Located In the beautiful Pecoi
and because of the reports circulated
of his presence In N'w
figure out a better showing, the secre was unable to
complication
Valley, 3,700 feet above sealevel,
iron ready to use, your toasted
get employment. The Mexico, I am
unshlne every day. Ooen air
tary of the Chamber of Commerce
perfectly willing to have
second allegation was that the
for
work throughout the entire seg.
hurried breakfast, your vacuwould like to know it.
the
it
out."
brought
ready
appeared and caused others to
slon.
Conditions for physical
Mr. Prichard "Oh yes, I understand,
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Everything is in readiness for the appear before the grand jury to have
and mental development are
this is a circumstance."
big one day farmers' picnic at the Lit the
IDEAL such as cannot be found
plaintiff indicted fora lleged theft
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat
tle Vineyards farm October 1st. Ralph
Judge Medler: "But you have to
elsewhere In America. Fourut that no true bill was found.
ed
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
connect
them."
C.
Ely, president of the Little Vine
teen officers and instructors, all
There were several other allegation?
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
The plaintiff later on brought in the
yard company, and likewise president and the total amount of damages askgraduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
of the state fair, will be the host. The
name of the assistant
district ated ran up to $12,400.
day and n'ght' Estimates and full Informodern in every respect.
following well knon agriculturists
torney during the Mills administraRoom.
of
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Secrets
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mation cheeerfully given.
will be present and deliver addresses:
tion and said he had been threatened
Begents
The trial was interesting, not only
K. M. Bainer, agricultural demonstra
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E. A. CAHOON. President.
Medler
Judge
of the number of objections
tor for the Santa Fe; H. H. Simpson, because
J. E. RHEA,
Mr .Spless raised to questions asked claimed: "I don't see what this has
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
professor of animal husbandry, and witnesses by Mr. Howard, which ob- to do with Warden Romero. You ought
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
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health."
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TANGO VERY "TOUCHING."
Adenoids are a Menace to Children
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 20. "PerAdenoids result from a succession of
colds in babies and young children. mit me to teach you the tango., Thus
Kit Andrews, a wealthy
Vliey spoil the mental and physical vas
ranches accosted after he had
life of a child. The condition that
l
causes them may easily be avoided by ;rlltlt ailc101. j a danceball while
parents. Quickly and thor-- )llK along g.m prancisco famous
irrlcure all colds and throat
)mPV
Coast
Eli ieamed a part of
(ations by the use of Foley's Honey thedanee. Later he discovered that
and Tar Compound, and adenoids will ilp wag minHf) pocketbook and $(!0.
not develop. The Capital Pharmacy, Tl(? dancins instructor had red hair.
:"it i ever dance with a
17
acain may my whiskers turn
iiiian
U.
from white to blue," bemoaned Andrews.
cruis-carefu-

;1,

little "WANT."

ATTRACTIONS FOR
BIG STATE FAIR' THINGS

NOT

OF

THIS

EARTH! MUNICIPAL MARKET HAS

RICAN AUTHOR AND PSYCHIC, TO
REMARKABLE
DECLARATION
R DEATH, TELLS FOR FIRST TIME
OF THE
E WITH A PROJECTION
TED IN PLAIN SIGHT!

HAS

jppLet

1

1

Raisfe

c
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The thrilling tnotordrame is one of
the chief features of the big De Kriko
Carnival company which has been engaged by the management of the New
Mexico state fair at Albuquerque October fi 11. The tnotordrame is a saucircular track for motor
vehicles upon which terrific speed Is
attained, the outer edge of the track
being much higher than the inner so
that at times the speeders race in an
almost, horizontal nositlon.
Barney Oldfield, king of the speed- ers, will race at the New Mexico state
fair. Oldfield is the most celebrated
driver alive.
A gorgeous Illuminated automobile
parade and the great annual trades
d'splay parade headed by the Duke of
Albuquerque riding in state will be
among the pageants at the state fair
All yout
at Albuquerque October
friends will be there,

i

j

way to help you to success

in

your own home in your spare
time without requiring you to
give up your present position.
The I. C. S. method will
quickly enable you to earn a
much higher salary at the occupation of your choice just as it
has already enabled thousands
of other poorly paid but ambitious men to succeed.
Mail the coupon today the
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
without charging you a penny.

Remember: The Business of
this Place is io Raise Salaries

x

Intentional correspondence schools
888, Scranton, Pa.
erpl.Tin, without liirttu'r oblientlon
I can qualify for the ppsiti n,
btlurc which 1 have markc.i X.

Box

riense
nrl, how

Automobile Running
Poultry Farming
Bookkeeper

StenographerMan
Advertising
Writing
Window Trimming
Commercial Illustrat.
Indus tHti I Designing
Architectural Drafts.
f Spanish
Chemiat
Lansuftgea J French
Banking
Civil Service"-

&man

I

;

j

'

i
I

j

water. His left leg was forced across cash legacy of $5,001.
the mouth of the suction pipe, shutting
Lawrence Drake was "G years old
off the water and stopping the pump. when he died a week ago,
having nev
His tender, suspecting whut had er fully recovered from a paralytic
mVW
a
Like
of
Puff
Gray- happened, pulled him to the surface. stroke in June. Mr. Weiser ls about
"Noislessly
Blue Vapor a Figure Emerged From He was rushed to his
home, where 60 years old. He was in his twenties,
the Air and Confronted us!"
his injuries will keep him for several when Drake and he met. After several casual meetings In New York
enough for one to perceive auything days.
(AUSTRIAN EXPEDITION
clubB they became intimate friends.
iu
the
the
aproom,
psychic
suddenly
TO ANTARCTIC ZONE
'Something like thirty five years ago
peared looking very white and very WILLS HIS MONEY
Portland, Me., Sept. 2!t. An AusMr. Drake established his bachelor
intense and began to pace up and
jtrian Antarctic expedition for work
TO
YEAR FRIEND home, taking Weiser in with hinu
down before the curtains.
At last
from Weddell sea, soutli on tne AntThey had been inseparable ever since.
(Sir Oliver Lodge, famous English moved to the right of the portiers and
arctic is being prepared by a commit-- !
New Vork, Sept. :;o. Through the
tee headed by Professor Eugene Ober- - savant, has just stirred the whole stood gazing at the opening.
"Come out!" he commanded.
will of Lawrence Drake, millionaire Can't Afford to Have Kidney Troubla
hummer, of Vienna, president of the world by declaring that not only do
No man with a family to support
v. e keep on living after death, but that
like a puff of gray blue member of an old New York family,
Noislessly
society.
Imperial Geographical
it is entirely within the cold province vapor a figure emerged and confront-- there was revealed something of the can afford to have kidney trouble, nop
It with such a remedy at
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate of science completely to prove this! ed us. Its head and shoulders were story of a liftlong devoted friendship need fear
cases of kidney and bladder trouble, I,. America a master brain is also at v eil defined, but the arms appeared between two indexible bachelors, hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An hon
to solve the to trail off into smoke like veiling. Its drawn together in the eary days of est medicine, safe and reliable, costing
and lumbago, because work in attempting
rheumatism
but doing much good, Foley Kidthey remove the cause. You can notisuange Import of "things not of this eyes were Indistinguishable, hs chin their manhood and their comradeship littlePills eliminate
backache and rheutake this honest curative medicine earth." He is Hamlin Garland,
vague, but it bowed several times in cemented by a mutual distrust of wo- ney
matism, tone up the system and "remankind.
your system without getting the nious writer, author of "The Shadow-righ- t slow and solemn fashion!
of kidneys and
results. Try them. The Capital World" and leader in a great national
Meanwhile I was studying the psySamuel R. Wieser is the Pythias to store normal action
bladder. The Capital Pharmacy.
Pharmacy.
society for psychical research. Gar chic who stood with a strained, dis-- I the late millionaire's Damon, and as
land, in his years of investigations of tracted look on his face, his knees final proof of his friend's devotion
Subscribe for the Sant F Ne
the occult, has met with many as- shaking. One hand was out stretched stands the clause in the Drake will
the papor that roosts all
tounding and upp:'.rently inexplicable nnd oliitchiiiK at the nip as It ht were by which Mr. Weiser holds a life ten- Mexican,
.
time and works for the upbuild,
experiences things involving deeply making a supreme effort to hold the ancy in the ricliiy furnished tesiaemo
of our nw Stat.
mysterious phenomna. And now he apparition till I should have time to and receives an annuity of $r90 and lng
himself has selected and written the study it. The other was at his heart
greatest of these especially and exclu- as if to ease a pain.
Slowly he crept toward the wirth.
sively for the readers of this paper.
WED
THE "SNOW BABY OF THE ARCTIC
In this article today he tells a real Each second he seemed to bend, to
and
the
visitor,
weaker
ghostly
gtow
"ghost story." Editor.)
turned toward him, became vaguer
MAN WHO FOLLOWED HER FATHER TO
(By Hamlin Garland.)
more
formless
and
and
then, as two
Famous American Author of "Tho
Shadow World," "The Tyranny of diops of water do, they appeared to
meet and mingle and the psychic fell
REGIONS OF ICE AND SNOW.
the Dark," Etc.
a log inside the curtain, hut the
like
a
One summer night, few years ago.
of one foot remained visible.
went over to Staten Island from heel
The wife continued to play softly
New York to visit a young lawyer and
en the piano until at last the heel was
who had told me marvelous stories of
withdrawn and my young host appearthe manifestations at private circles ed
looking pale and weak, but calm
which he held regularly in his homo and
mentally alert.
S
at
o'clock.
night
every Sunday
He told me that he had held the
His small apartment was in the
"materialized form' as long as h?
story of a frame house on a quiet could- that he felt a "drawing out" of
street and the sitting took place in,ilis vita force through his solar-thlittle parlor. The "cabinet" was pioxua H11(j from his forehead,
en aloove bedroom which was separat
..It ls aways )lar(j t0 produce a form
ed from the parlor by heavy draperies. sp far BwaVl he said.
The family consisted of his wife, her
Conmom wm mt as j woud ,)ave
email daughter and her mother. One
thfin fop a
but
n,a(e
a
ether visitor, young Pole, and myself
anfl 8impe an(J ,he gitUng fl
made up the 'circle."
collrtesy on the part of a yo(mg mar,
I examined the bedroom and closet v w earned his
living by hard work iu
at the request of the wife and then the office of a New York corporation,
i could not explain this projection
took my seat beside the young Pole.
The wife played softly on the piano. (,f Hie astral then nor can I now. It
I nder these conditions and while a s 0ne of the deep mysteries of m.v
ke rosene light was burning
brightly

JSWWW

j

j

j

rn

m.
i.

Electrical Wir.'nian
Clcctrical KnRinecr
Mechanical Diaftsman
Mechanical ttiKini-cTelephone Expert
Stationary EnKineer
Textile Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
Building Contractor

Architect
Concrete Connirfn

Plumbing, Steam t'itt'g
Mine Forcmun
Mine Superintendent

40
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i

o

j
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l.os Angeles, Calif., Sept. 2!). Why
ii jnuii ini'ii
null bci
ilium ii.
(linen, superintendent of municipal.
markets here, declares:
".Municipal markets have come to
stay to multiply and replenish the
fPith with fresh, edible food at. sane;
)
F
rates.
"1 inspect all the markets.
I talk
with hundreds of patrons, the huck
sters and producers. One and all are
i ui
nun tne huiiivi-imn.fciii.v
chasers are saving from Si) to 75 per
cent. The freshness and crispness of
garden truck, melons and vegetables'
right from the farm beats the old wilted stuff iu the stores.
"The market products have little
handling and the customers have great
variety from which to make choice,
The variety as much as the prices
brings the patronage.
"The free markets help the poor to
help themselves.
"Shopping by 'phone was in a fair;
way to kill human Intercourse. Now
any morning you can see all classes
meeting and hobnobbing around the,
vegetable wagons, swapping exper-KUANK It. O'BIUKN.
h nces and telling jokes. Those folks!
ro home and feel good because they! down nay kids on his w'Sjdkme, and
have said something pleasant mid Mrs. Six Cylinder will feel iirftitfr.'j"
friendly to some one they never would muity when she is eating a dellclotw
have seen but for the market.
cuke baked by a woman in a clean cal- "I think if we keep opening new ico dress who gave her the recipe for
markets we may in time civilize the making dill pickles.
automobile crowd. The man who
"Everything offered for salo f
climbs down from the front seat of a doubly inspected by the market o
limousine to talk Belgian hare with fieials and the representatives ot th
the kid who raised it and brought it city health department. You won't ge
te market in a toy wagon or baby any stale fish or cold storage fowls aO
buggy will think twice before he runs the municipal markets."
j

d
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PER CENT AND MARWONDERFUL HUMAN-

j

-

The difference between $7.30 and $25.00; $8.00 ami $r!0.00;
and $40,00; and so on up the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of men before and after receiving I. C, S
training.
It's a fact. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
salary as a dire'-1- result of this train'mr. Kvery month there is an
average of .'!O0 wen who voluntarily report success attained through
I.C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like your salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.
You know that.
Then why not let the I. C.S. help you? It doesn't matter
where you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I.C. S. has a
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' A V E D THE HOUSEWIFE FROM 50 TO
KET CHIEF DECLARES IT WILL HAVE
IZING EFFECT ON INDIVIDUALS.

ii

'

us

DONE WONDERS

FOR THIS ONE CITY.

j

Albuquerque, X. M., Sept. 3ft. Tho
New Mexico Wool Growers' associa- HAMLIN
GARLAND, FAMOUS AM E
tion, the cattle and sheep smitary
SUPPORT SIR OLIVER LODGE'S
1
associathe
ltoads
State
(lood
curds,
THAT HIS LIFE EXISTS AFTE
tion, the state pharmacy board, the:
HIS WONDERFUL EXPERIENC
Cdd Fellows, the Knights of Pythias,
A CHOST THAT MEL
ASTRAL
the Knights of Columbus and numer
ous other organisations will hold state

meetings during the annual state fair
a Albuquerque, October (111. One of
1lie now gatherings will be the con ven-- :
tion of the
association,
composed of all Creek letter fraternity
college and university men in the
slate. The association is to hold a'
lanquet at the Alvarado hotel, which
will be one of the notable social tunc
tions of the year In the state.
As usual, Albuquerque will bo head
quarters for everything during th
state fair this year. Farmers, mining
men, timber men, railroad men, irrigators, dry farmers, wet farmers,
stockmen, sheepmen, cattlemen, hog
men, poultrymeu, all kinds and conditions of men are going to journey as
usual, only in larger number to the
annual get together
slate's great
meeting.
Albuquerque is making fitting prepa' ations. There will be ample accommodations at reasonable rates, plenty
ct exhibits to see and amusements to
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NewMexico State'Fair

I

e

ALBUQUERQUE

f

October 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 1913.

An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules, Cattle,

Sheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery, Wagons, Automobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Dis
plays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.

I

j

COLLEGE BOVS ACT

AS DOMESTICS

TY COBB'S UISIT
CLOSES UfiULTS

Lansing, Mich., Sept. 30. Lansing
Washington, Sept. 3ft. The freedom
housewives have ceased to worry.
of the treasury department accorded
iney nave louna a remeuy lor me i y ( 0bl), the Detroit centertielder, on
servant problem and it is college men. a
tour a few davs ago,
Youths eager to earn thier way .resulted in the issuance of an iron- order by Thomas P. Kane, acting
through school are hiring out for
mestic service. Some of them are comptroller of the currency, forbidding
even making beds wlnle still otnersithe entrance of any outsider to any
are washing dishes.
of the vaults containing national bank
In the meantitme praise is being jnotes.
showered on Rev. W. S. Steensma,
The treasury probably more than
pastor of East Lansing People's 'any other department in Washington.
church, who discovered the new ave- ha filled with baseball fans, and when
nue for application of student energy, the Detroit star called he was figura- Mr. Steensma a few days ago an- - tively handed the keys of the buildingnounced the promulgation of a plan
He was ushered Into the big vault
to aid young men In working their ccntaing national bank notes mid, beway through college. As a result or ing a director of a Lavonia. Ca., bank,
the state-widadevertising accorded v as permitted to write his name along
the project, he was snowed under by the margin of a sheet of notes.
job hunters on Monday, Tuesday and
When the episode, appeared in the
Wednesdaj', and when every other newpapers. Comptroller Kane was
filled
he
was
means of employment
up
startled, because an Immemorial rule
.....,...' ,.,, ,,RPn broken.
h
assigned willing ones io nomes wneie
servant girls were lacking.
MISS MARY PEARY, THE GROWN TP "SNOW BABY."
Housewives were just a little skept
ical at first, but the distrust is wear DIVER CAUGHT BY
The eskimos, who were very early
St. Johns, X. F., Sept. 30. Miss
ing off, and the future of the college
Mary Peary, the "snow baby," is re- at quaintances of Admiral Peary's tiny
ION
PIPE
A
SUCV
man as a maid seems assured.
ported engaged to Donald MacMillan, df uehter. looked upon her with tre- Admiral Peary on his
rift.
Nicholas who was with
mendous admiration and positive awe,
Lorain, Ohio. Sept.
Facing a Serious Proposition
to the north pole.
dash
the
with death
battled
a
diver,
Larsen,
naming her "Almigito," meaning
than
who
woman
has
or
The man
kidney
What could be more fitting
over
fast
was
he
here
when
pinioned
"snowbird."
Berious
trouble is facing a
proposition,
that the "most northerly born child
as
This picture shows Miss Peary
where grave complications readily fol- the mouth of a powerful suction pipe ia the world" should choose a polar
intelliwhile
2S
water
engaged
the
under
feet
are
looks today; the
low neglect. Foley Kidney Pills
a husband?
she
for
txporer
and as she looked
an honest curative medicine that once in repairs to the waterworks intake.
Miss Peary's mother was the first gent American girl,
The diver stepped too close to the
fur robes the day she
taken into your system mean restored
her
cunning
in
Arctic
to
an
with
travel
woman
th9
used to clear white
'returned from her birthplace in
kidneys and bladder action, and a re- end of the suction pipe
expedition, and the "snow baby" was
turn ot health and strength. The Cap! sand away from the intake and was b'
Arctics.
rn during that trip.
whirled from his feet by the rushing
Pharmac
sight-seein- g
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Spirited Speed Contests, Base

!

Every Day, Automobile and Motor- - !

cycle Races, Carnival and Confetti

I tertainment for

En- -

f

e

all.

.

Write for Premium List to

I

1

Frank

A.

Stortz,

ALBUQUERQUE,

Mgr.,

NEW MEXICO.

I
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TUESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

30, 1912..

American League.
At Washington
Philadelphia
Washington
Roai'dmaii
and Gelbel;
Henry.

At New York
Boston

PITCHERS OF THE GIANTS WHO FIGURE IN WORLD SERIES

!

Ayrea

"

and

First Game
:i

New York

2

12
6

1

1

Leonard and Cady: Ford, Schultz
and Sweeney, Reynolds.
At Xew York
Boston

Second Game

Xew York

3

0

11
2

0
3

Moseley and Thomas; McHale and
Reynolds. (Called end of eighth turning on account of darkness.)
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Report of games received too late
lor publication in yesterday's New
.Mexican:

American Association.
At Louisville (Second game)

j

10 0
vilwaukee2
7 4
l.;iuisville
White and
Hovlik and Hughes:
vyheeler.' (Called end 6th, darkness.)
At Indianapolis (Second game)
10 19 3
Si Paul
6 11
4
Indianapolis
Ueiger and James; Burk, Wetzel,
Works and Casey, Livingstone.

WOLGAST AND NELSON
OCTOBER 13
AT MILWAUKEE,
Milwaukee, Sept. 30. Ad. Wolgast,
of Cadillac, Mich., and Battling Nel- chamison, two former lightweight
pions, came to an agrement yesterday

articles for a
boxing contest to be held
here October 13. The men will weigh
in at 133 pounds at S o'clock.
and signed

PAPKE AND MARTY ROWAN

By many considered the

MATCHED FOR OCTOBER 14th.
St. Louis, Mo Sept. 30. Announcement was made today that Billy Papke
has been matched to meet Marty Rowan in an eight-rounbout here on
October 14. The men will weigh in at Scenes From "Bought and Paid For
;158 pounds, ringside.
Wednesday Night

V

o

Rl'BE MARQUARD,
star of the Giants, a la Randall.

CHRISTY MATHEWSON'.
greatest pitcher of all time, as seen by Caricaturist
Randall.

SYNOPSIS OF THE
COMING BIG PLAY

Chapter 10.
Virginia's arrival at her sister's
home was like a bomb from a clear
hky. Neither Fanny nor Jimmy could
understand her position.
"Yes, and what day did she pick
out to do it?" asked Jimmy the next
morning. "The very day Stafford raised me to $130 a week."
"And whose fault was it that you
enly got it for a day and a quarter?"
"Mine, I suppose," came the gloomy
reply.
"You had no right to try to inter
fere between husband and wife that
was their business, not yours."
"So he told me. And when I said
that anything that concerned my
wife's sister was my business, and I
wouldn't be associated with a man
who didn't treat her right, and walk
ed out, I thought he would send for
Ah DEMAREE,
ARTHUR FROMME,
me before I reached the corner. In
.1EFF TESREAIT,
jUi THORPE,
in a A cartoonist, as well as a member fact 1 waited at the corner."
Judian athlete with the Giants, drawn The Giant's great spit bailer, iu Ran Great pitcher on McGraw's staff,
of the Giant'B pitching staff,
Randall caricature.
tlall's eyes.
"And now what are we going to
by Randall.
do?" asked Fanny.
Jimmy followed his wife across the
room, taking her hand, he said:
"You know the fuss the papers made
about Stafford marrying Virginia, and
how the Sunday editor had page after
page about it, with illustrations? Well,
if I was to go to one of them and tip
National League.
the story that the rich Mrs. Staf
j off
Club
Won Lost Pet. ford had left her husband and was
New York
'....M 48 .671 now living with us, don't you think I
S5
.'9
.590 could get $500 for that story?"
Philadelphia
S6
65
.570
Chicago
"Jimmy, if you ever did a trick like
TS
.5.11
69
Pittsburg
that I'd never speak to you again,
6G
82
.446 never.
Boston
Right or wrong. Virginia is
81
.441
64
Brooklyn
my Bister, and nobody not even you
S7
.424
Cincinnati
....(14
is going to do anything to hurt her
.331
49
1)9
St. Lou'
feelings and get away with it without
a fight from me."
American League.
Jimmy was silent for a few minutes.
Club
Won Lost Pet.
must be done to get VirSomething
.642
95
Philadelphia
to Stafford. It means a
back
ginia
8B
63
.577
Washington
deal to Jimmy and Fanny.
83
.561 great
65
'Cleveland
"I've got another idea," he said this
76
.524
69
Boston
time with a twinkle in his eye that
72
77
.517
Chicago
even Fanny could not avoid.
85
64
.4?,0
Detroit
"Well what is it?" she asked doubt5.1
.377
Xew York
91
ing Its worth.
56
94
!St. Louis ,;
"We must bring Virginia and Staf
ford together again.
American Association.
"Jimmy!" she cried.
Club
Won Lost Pel
"You know Bhe's still in love with
OS
99
.591
'Milwaukee
71
96
.580 him. don't you, Fanny?"
Minneapolis
"Yes."
93
74
.575
Louisville
"Well, to make two people who are
95
73
Columbus
.572
all you
St. Paul
79
92
.466 in love forget and forgive,
70
Kansas City
.413 have to do is to get them into each
97
98
69
.412 ethers arms. That's the way it would
Indianapolis
Toledo
67
99
.399 be with them? Only stubbornness
keeps them apart now just stubbornness."
Western League.
THE FAN SPECIALLY POSED BY GEORGE COHAN FOR THE NEW MEXICAN,
"What do you mean?" asked Fanny
Club
Won
Lost
Pet.
i
YOU CAN JERK IT FROM ME, THAT McGRAW IS A REGULAR MANAGER!"
excitedly.
101
59
Denver
JO
"Suppose I phoned to Stafford
91
69
.571
My Eyesight Isn't Good Enough to hard man for the Athletics to beat, son or Marquard to rest up and take Des Moines
85
77
.529 right now that Virginia wanted to
See a Club That Isn't Strong at Bat even harder than Mathewson, for the ir easy agamsi seven .juu miters; .oi St. Joseph
82
79
.513 see him. He'd think she'd given in,
Win Against a Team That Can Tear Athletics are not. giving any three any great chance, any way you put Lincoln ..i
77
SI
Omaha
.489 and she'd think the same of him. It
maDown Fences."
Marit.
I
as
a
like the Giants
smooth
cheers over southpaw pitching.
72
87
.455 v ould be a case of a pair of open
alTopeka
not
a
one.
as
chine,
powerful
They
quard has steadied now, and he
By GEORGE M. COHAN.
arms, the rustle of a skirt, a little
Sioux
71
90
.441
inCity
are not likely to come up any old
Oopy wright, 191:;, by the Newspaper ways had the stuff.
62
98
.393 head on a manly chest and then good
a cool ning and knock that ball game into Wichita
there's
Then
Demaree,
young
Enterprise Association.)
and
bye, John farewell everything,
I've picked the Athletics to win head and a strong arm a beginner 1400 scattered pieces. In a series of
the lid is off. I imagine that is some
rethis
sort
to
has
their
be
but
the
coolest
in
the
got
pitching
leagues,
big
head-othis coming
idea!"
collision for the
almost unbeatable to give them a
big stuff in baseball, but that doesn't cruit I ever saw under fire.
"But do you think it would be
McG
and
must
raw's
there's
In
first
the
chance,
then,
again,
they
place,
menn that I figure the Oiart" wpjilt.
right, Jimmy?"
National
the
club
the
League.
has
fastest
ball
He
support
pitching.
Any club good enough to win three speed.
"Oh, no!" he almost yelW.
"Cer
New York at Boston.
Another important point is that the
pennants is a regular ball club, and, I ever saw swipe a base, pilfer a sack,
tainly not! It would be a terrible j
at
two
Brooklyn
York
New
(2).
or
team
Philadelphia
loot
the
has
lost
otherwise
a
present
bag
you can jerk it from me, JIcGraw Is a purloin
crime to unite husband and wife and
American League.
world's series one to the Athletics
fix up a broken home to say nothing
regular manager, with accent on ev keystone corner.
New
Boston
at
York.
one
to
and
Sox
Red
the
the
while
But where I don't like the Giants
ery word.
of giving back my regular job of a
at
Philadelphia
Washington.
team
won
has
There are two or, rather, three, is at bat. They had three flue hitters present Philadelphia
hundred and fifty a week."
two
one
one
from
the
from
and
Cubs
things that impress me concerning the in Meyers, Doyle and Merkle. When
Fanny agreed and Jimmy carried
Giants.
these three lost their punch and drop the Giants.
his plan into effect.
The present Athletics have never
Firtet, they have McGraw, one of the ped below .300, I couldn't see them
He furthered it when Virginia came
greatjest baseball leaders that ever against a lotfull of Bakers, Collinses, lest a world series, and have won two.
Lome that night.
National League.
led a team.
Mclnnesses and such. They have the The present Giants have never won a
"Just for your selfishness." he cried,
Second, they have one of the best speed, but they've got to get on first world series, and have lost two. Just
' we have to
At Boston-N- ew
stay in this bum place and
can
as
a
of
staffs
before
matter
ever
steal
I
second.
know
saw
in
I
Mathew.
psychology.
pitching
they
0 7 2 Fanny will have to work like a slave.
York
is
club
into
this
the
series
that
sou, Marquard, Demaree, Tesreau and
going
I've seen the Giants lose many a
8 15 0 Look at our baby, too. You were going
Boston
Frorcme.
tight game of late because they didn't with the greatest confidence, and it
Fromme, Schupp and Hartley; Ty- to do so much for her give her an
to
Mathewson is a wonderful guv to have the wallop in the pinch.
club
that
the
has
win.
yet
The isn't
education and all that mush."
ler and Rariden.
have In a Beries of this kind, for he is pitching was there without any fuzz
I know McGraw will drive his club
Virginia made no reply. Long ago
at c! beBt under fire. He's always attached, but. it went to seed through at top speed, and I know they will At Philadelphia-Brook- lyn
the had learned that to listen to
ihern and always there with the best poor stick work. Bender or Plank go their best but I can't "see" a club
3 12 0 Jimmy's ravings was a waste of time
,
h; got.
pitching to the Giants has a chance that isn't very strong at bat against Philadelphia
1 3 0 and patience.
A cun of tea sufficed
Mpiquard, too. Is a lot better than to rest up and take it easy here and onq.that can tear down the fences.
Walker and Fisher; Camnilz,
for her supper that night, and she
he was two years ago and will be a there. But what chance has Mathew- - My eyesight isn't that good.
and Killer, Burns.
withdrew to her room for a little rest
:

BASEBALL.

WHAT THE GIANTS HAVE AND HAVEN'T AS WRIT

Standing of the Clubs.

DOWN FOR FANS BY FUNNY FAN COHAN.

No sooner had she departed than
Jimmy went to the telephone and
called up Robert Stafford's residence.
"Is that you, Mr. Stafford?" "No
this is not James It's Jimmy."
"Virginia is here and Bhe wants you
to come for her. No, she is not sick.
1
guess she's just tired, that's all."
In less than twenty minutes Stafford
came bounding up the stairs, Fanny
met him at the door, and explained
ti at Virginia was in her room.
"She isn't ill?" he asked.
Fanny assured him that she was
just merely tired out After taking
l is automobile coat and hat she called
Virginia and immediately left the
room so that husband and wife might
'
meet alone.
Virginia turned from closing her
(!oor and saw Stafford standing before
her. Neither spoke for some time.
Virginia was the first to break the

Robert!" she cried, and
"Robert!
threw her arms around him.
Thus they stood, neither able to say
another word. Then he Bat down and
placed her on his knee, as though she
were a Iitle child, and they told each
other of their mutual love and all that
the separation had meant to both.
But Jimmy, anxious to see how his
plan had worked out, came bursting
into the room and almost threw away
his victory. He bluffed out the fact
that he had told Stafford how Virginia had sent for him. For a mo
ment the litle wife seemed about to
forget her joy.
"But," exclaimed her husband, "you
did not send for me. It was Jimmy
And now I am willing to make you
any promise you ask."
"But I don't ask any, Robert only
that you love me."
"Do I get my Job back?" asked
Jimmy.
"Yes," laughed Stafford.
"What salary do I get?" asked
Jimmy.
"One hundred and fifty a week,"

To be Presented at the Elks' Theater

said Stafford.
And as Oku entered to announce
that the : ar was waiting, husband and
wife went out tngp'her.
Just before
entering the machine Stafford turned
to Virginia, and placing her wedding
ring on her finger, said:
"With eternal love."
(The End.)

DeKreko Brothers'

SHOW
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Look for Thi9 Trade-Morl- c
Picture on the Jabel when buying

JARGO, THE

LARGE

BESSIE, THE WILD

SNAKE
GIRL

ARIZONA WONDERS
On

Montezuma Avenue, Opposite
the Capital Hotel.

ALL THIS WEEK.
'7K

sq NEW MEXICO
STATE FEDERATION

rVJ J

J

WOMEN'S

CLUBS,

SANTA FE, N. M.
OCTOBER

One and One-Fift- h
Fate from
All Points in New Mexico to

Santa Fe and Return.
Dates of Sale, October 5th to 9th,
Return Limit, Oct. 13th,

ALLEN'S FflftTsFASE

191).

fesfta223

The Antiseptic Powder for Ten- irju-auM-i- i.
acr, Acmng reel. Sola evcry- where, 25c. Srtinple FREE. Address.
ALLEN S. OLMSTED. Le Roy. N. Y.

ELKS' THEATER

H.

S. LUTZ, AGT.,

-

SANTA FE, N. M

OCTOBER FIRST.

Seats on Sale at Zook's Pharmacy, Monday, Sept. 29.

Tickets, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50

Where They Play Today

n

i

Today's Games.

n

FE

jgfl.arge, Clean ShowsJ

The Man Who Pat the

i

Something Doing
For Every Minute

From Ocean to

OceanTOaha?Ha?igg

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1912.

1 UNITED STATES

8

BANK

BiKBV ACQUITTED
ON CHARGE OF
WRONGING GIRLS

PERSONALS
TRUST CO.
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:

Does a General Banking1 Business.

N
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Your Patronage Solicited

j

'

"

,,,,,,

niMMIIIIIIIIIItlllllllllllll

N. B. LAIGHLIN,

$

j

FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, College St.,
$18.00 per month.
,, v
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
$20.00 per month.
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
all can be Irrigated. Price $11,000.

(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
i 1 9 San Francisco St.,
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

niiHiiiMiimmiiiinim
A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLARD,

.President.

R.

J.

CRICflTON,

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

'

XJTETfLS FOR
F EVERY DESCRIPTION.

nt, Plaster, Roofing and

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

iCF'Your Business Solicited."!
Phone

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

100 and JS W.

F

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Grain
Hay,
Give
a trial and let

us show you.

us

Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

-

-

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

LEESE & LOFTUS
ESPANOLA LIVERY.
GOOD TEAMS

AT ALL TIMES

Teams to the Cliff Dwell
ings

at Reasonable

Prices

Phone Livery, Espanola,
::::

INSURE WITH

::::

HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.

Ask About This One
It

Will Not Cost You Anything

to Learn the Facts

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

ixi

i

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,! HAV WARD HAS IT.

CO.

Quality Governs

Where

the

Elberta

-

CURRENCY

Are Now

N.fld.

OCTOBER 6 TO II, 1913.

At Their Best

Special Excursion Rates

This week we will surprise you in the way of
QUALITY

One Fare for the Round Trip from All Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque and Return.

Will be good color, firm
and free from defects.

(TO

C

wOtKj)

From Santa Fe,
New. Mexico.

DATES OF SALE, OCT. 4TH TO 11TH.

W. R.

El Paso, Texas.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

IS EXPECTED TO RECOVER
Munich, Bavaria, Sept. 30. An offi-

cial bulletin today says that Princess
Augustine Victoria, wife of former
King Manuel of Portugal, is expected
to recover "within a reasonable time."
Former King Manuel has taken up
Best Canning Pear. his residence at the hospital where
his wife is under treatment.

Fancy Bartlett Pears
This

Week-T-

he

HOUSE CLERK
DIES AT AGE OF B2.
Sharon, Pa., Sept. 30. Major Alexander McDowell, for 15 years clerk of
the house of representatives at WashVETERAN

H,
Agent,

BILL PASSES

Washington, D. C, Sept. 30. President Wilson, it became known today,
had determined to remain in Washington as long as the currency bill is
under consideration and has abandoned the idea of going to Panama this
fall, unless the currency legislation
can be concluded sooner than is ex
pected. Neither will the president
plan for any extended vacation at the
summer capital at Cornish.
WIFE OF KING MANUEL

RETURN UMIT, OCT. 13, 1913

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
BROWN, G.F.4P. A.,
H. S. LUTZ,

ulcer.
This bulletin was Issued this afternoon: 'Senator Lodge was much improved today. The nervous strain is
passing off and he is becoming calmer. Visitors will not be allowed to
disturb him and we have every hope of
a swift recovery."

S.

KAUNE

8

GO.

Where Prices ar Bst
ington, died this morning at
For
( here. He was S2 years old.
,
Oualitv.

his home

IVE GIFT.

H. C. VONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STR

THE STAR BAR!,
-

W. A. WILLIAMS.

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES

THERE

PROMPT

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Re-

SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

Phone 139.

all
PANAMA CANAL OPENS

WILL BE THOUSANDS OF STENOGRAPHERS WANTED

I

who can write SPANISH and ENGLISH in
Shorthand and Typewriting. A few days
ago WASHINGTON wanted a youth or woman
who could do this, and not one could be found.
They applied to me, but I could not find a person capable. DO PREPARE FOR A GOOD
POSITION. We teach Bookkeeping, Spelling,
Grammar and other business subjects.

CONFESSION

SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE,
WALTER NORTON.

nd- Hav.
J

Ninitl

'"ft""

saHENRY KRICKe
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.

water.

TELEPHONE 35 J

fjardui i,as helped others, and will help
You
Get a bottle today.
you, too.
won't regret it. Your druggist sells it.

W SUMMER TOUHIST FARES

Mrtldn. Ca. Uile,-Ad- lury Dept.. Cliallamxiga, Tenn., for Svciai

;'(i'H

book.
tin your case and
(or Womon,"enl In plain wrapper.

in uinAuuixuiruxruvanj-uuuui-

B

"Hume

FASTFttN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO

J
SANTA

g

HELLO

themselves today analyzing the bloodstains found upon the clothing of Robert Askew, a negro arrested a few'
hours after Mrs. Gay's dead body was
found. Askew declared the blood upon his garments had dripped from a
wound in his lip, made while shaving.

PRESIDENT TO STAY UNTIL

51 STATE FAIR

A

WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTSee our display
of Necklaces, Cuif Buttons,
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of (iold and Turquoise. All
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.

! FILIGREE JEWELRY

and strength.

IN BUT

ACTUAL INQUEST IS PUT OFF,
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. :in.- -A corOner's jury tO serve at the in(UeSt
tlie UOfjy nt AIIS. Uelieccn P . C.av
the Christian Science practitioner, who
,. no l,ato
nitxllt
oll, l,,ut
ir her offices, was sworn in today but
lilt- - iiiin;m
n"
ui 111c
uijihi i
inent, the actual inquest was postponed for a few days. Chemists busied

180,

constituHon, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health

FE TO

CLOUDCROFT, N. M

AND

I
I

East
1
or
West!

,

Best
Route

THE

PURE FOOD
GROCERY

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
cr EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P & S., EL PASO, TEX.

Phone 262.
ONCE
PHILOSOPHER
"KEEP GOOD NATUR-e'till 10 a. m. and the Bal
ance of the Day wilt take care
of itself." Let us help you keep
good natured, a good Breakfast
requires good Groceries, get the
best from us.
We have received all our new
and other
"Quaker" Foods
Fatrninaceous goods. Everything
In the line this year's
pack,
fresh and sweet.
Quaker White and Yellow
Cornmeal.
Rolled Oates, (all sizes).
Grains of Gold.
Mother's Wheat Hearts.
Pearl Hominy.
Hominy Grits.
Nudavene Flakes.
Puffed Corn (the newest).
A

t,

SAID:

d

Scottish Rite
Masonic Reunion
Santa Fe,

N. M.,

October

I2th-22d,l9l-

3.

D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of
for the round trip from the following
stations:
Farmington, Aztec, N M., Durango, Colo., Antonito, Colo,,
Espanola, N. M., and all directl intermediate stations.

ONE FARE AND

Pearl Barley.
Breakfast Food
Pettijohn's
and lota of others.
The prices are as pleasing as
the Quality. If you have not
enough left for tomorrow morning's Brekfast, please call up
NOW.

Modern Grocery ,Co.
'

vru niruiruvnnnnuiuiannnnnii

ONE-FIFT-

SELLING DATES:
From Farmington to Aztec, N. M., Oct. 11, 14, 16, 20.
From points Durango to Osier, N. M , Oct. 13, 15, 17,21.
From Antonito to Espanola, N. M., Oct. 14, 16, 18, 22.

glC?"Return limit, October 7th.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

"TheQualityShop"
PHON1T

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

For the above occasion the

Puffed Rice.
Puffed Wheat.

'

I

,.

ml!

I

RETURN, $12.10.

The

YES, THIS IS

LODGE HAS
NIGHT.
COMFORTABLE
Price
Xahant, Mass., Sept. 30. A comfortable night was passed by United
States Senator Henry Cabot Lodge,
who has been iu a serious condition
for some days as a result of an illness
which necessitated an operation last
Friday for the removal of a gastric

Peaches

Albuquerque,

JURY SWORN

PHONE

Pfi0",

SENATOR

and Price the Quality

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

I

N. M.

8

H. S. KAIME

I

Property with 140 feet frontage on West San Francisco Street and
with depth of about 220. feet. Large adobe building of about 20 rooms
with electric light. Water to curb line. Street paved.

JOSEPH

ATIC CORPS VOTES
TO RECOGNIZE CHINA

Hines, Ala. "1 must confess", says
Mrs. Eula Mae Keid, of this place, "thai
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done hie
a great deal of good.
Before I commenced usincf Cardui. 1
would spit up everything 1 ale.
had a
lired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I
could
irregular.
hardly drag around,
and would have severe headaches con.
tinuously.
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely!
quit spitting up what I eat. Everything
seems to digest all right, and J have
gained 10 pounds in weight."
If you are a victim of any of the numer- ous ills so common to your sex, it ia
'
wrong to suffer.
For half a century, Cardui lias been re- lieving just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
Which pour into our office, year by year,
Cardui is successful because it is com- -

j

ST..

i

will Help Other Women.

!

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

210 SAN FRANCISCO

Hopes Her Statement, Made Public,

Sim-onso-

ftp (fcach

TAILORING,

.

,.

A

f

BS"

CUSTOM

125 Palace Ave.

him-

;

nif

ent patterns.
LINDHARDT,

!

JJ

We also show vou two other lines
of BEAUTIFUL WOOLICNS, unJ
give you a seieetir.n of l'00 differ-

!

ing materials of Every Description.

GENERAL

cl,arB"K tl,e jm'v' '"'K" "j-- i
mill P. Bledsoe, of San Bernardino j
members ,0 " j
coun,y' istl'"l;(13
regard the allegations or conspiracy)
marie by Bixby himself on the witness
stand, and to convict hull it lie was
deemed guilty, beyond a reasonable
doubt, of the offense charged against j

.

CO,

WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RE
CEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO. We recommend this
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.

$18 "TO

OCT

1,1

VAI
I

-

Build-

GOODS

ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW

from Mill to man direct,
Your
clinics of i00 patterns, in worsteds,
serges, cheviots, cassiuicrcs, diagonals, and every known pure wool
fabric. We make yon ihe price of

lla' af,wl'00'

trip
yesterday
sion ratification meeting at Cooper
in Arizona.
Charles Patek, globe trotter and union last night was as serious as
former resident of Santa Fe. returned first reported.
Mr. Woodruff Spent a restful night
to the city last night and registered
at the De Vargas hotel us from "Colo- and today his temperature was norrado, S. H." The hotel clerks were mal, according to a statement Issued
curious to know what "S. H." meant by his son, John K. Woodruff. The
and some one informed them it stood son again denied that his father had
ad-jfor Southern Hemisphere. When he; suffered a stroke, of paralysis, hut
left here last winter Mr. Patek was mitted that Air. Woodruff's left side
headed for New Orleans and later on had been affected.
"His mental condition is normal,"
it was thought he would visit South
said his statement, "and It is hoped
America.
by his physicians that the slight sympRev. E. G. Stout, field worker or
toms of paralysis will disappear."
agent of the Children's Home
Society of New Mexico, is in the city LAKE
CHARLES, LA., MENACED
soliciting funds for the institution
BY FLOOD CONDITIONS
which was established in 11107 and is
Lake Charles. La., Sept. AO. With
bringing the work to the attention
the Calcasieu river rising an inch an
jand sympathy of Santa Feans. Mr.
Stout said today that the society has hour. Hood conditions in Lake Charles
placed in the six years of its life, glxjand vicinity today grew worse.
hundred children and the careful su- - ccelirmed reports of loss of life have
pervision of those homes shows thatj''en received here. The flood invad
ec the business district today.
the arrangements are suitable.
Sl'eet car services and the water
a Ttinkur i.i.d nn
tu,. anrt Mr
are out of commission
of Glendive, Mont., Mrs. J. C). Banker works syst.-The main line of the Southern Pa
or Russell, Kas., and Mrs. W. G.
of Denver, who joined the West-gar- cine road is Hooded for a distance
party on the overland trip to of three miles. Passengers are being
bv boat.
Reports from
the Pacific coast, snent yesterday
country tell of flood-forenoon in the New Mexico Museum. tl.e
cd conditions everywhere and serious
Ky., who was also a visitor.
damage to the rice crop.

W

SELIGMAN

(Si

Manager 4 Treasurer.

Secretary.

MEASURE, $25 and $35
Values in All Wool Fabrics

This offense related to the million j Peking. China, Sept. flfi A vote fa-- j
isistant traveling auditor, is in the city
aire's alleged relations with Cleo Bar voring llie recognition of the Chinese;
:on a short business trip.
gin, aim one ot uireo lepiiiinc was passeu louay hi a meei-'lef- ts
Came Warden Trinidad C. de Baca Ker, a
this morning for a brief trip to'()lllS women who have sued HNby ins of the diplomatic corps. The ptes-ihlfo1' " aggregate of $15iuiun damages. tion of the date of recognition will lie
former home at Wagon Mound.
These suits figured prominently in discussed at a meeting on October j
Governor William C. McDonald re-- !
turned last night from a brief business Hixby's statements on the witness 2.
stand and were part of the ground; It is the general intention to recog-wortrip to his ranch in Lincoln county.
for his defense that be was the nine the republic immediately after the,
T. C. MeDermotl, proprietor of the
to blackmail, elect Ion of the president, which prob-- j
IFaywood Hot Springs, one of New victim of a conspiracy
;ably will take place on October 8. The
Mexico's favorite resorts, is spending
supporters of the provisional president
a few days in the city.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Yuan Shi Kai, assert his election is as-- i
j
Mrs. K. W. Greene will not tie at
sured.
home tomorrow. Hereafter she will
De Vargas.
!be at home only on the third Wednes
T. C. McDerinolt, Faywood.
'REVOLUTION OVER IN
day of each month.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
M. A. Ortiz, City.
j
V. S. Attorney Summers llurkhart
Santo Domingo, Sept. 2. (Delayed
C. Romero, Kstancia.
is expected here Thursday to attend
C. C. Catron, City.
transmission.) Puerto Plata, chier
to some work in fidvance of the open'stronghold of the Dominican rebels on
K 11. Cornell, Alamosa.
ing of the U. S. district court.
to the
itlie north coast, surrendered
I, . A. Rousseau, Kstancia.
Walter L. Kegel, of the traveling an-government forces today, according to
ditor's office, and Mrs. Kegel, leave j Horace Harper. Torrance.
ofllcial advices. The American
Chas. Patek, Colorado, S. II.
this evening for their former home at
Air. and .Mrs. A. M.
Dearth,
jter, James M. Sullivan, declared
Raton, where they will spend the re-- 1
that further uprisings in the rej Vegas.
mainder of the week.
II. C. Applegatc. St. Louis.
public would not be. allowed and that
S. C. McCrimmon returned last night
H. O. Wagers. St. Louis.
'free and .legal election of a president
from a five weeks' vacation spent in
would be guaranteed by Ihe Vnited
II .1. Hammond, Clayton.
Salt
California, returning
through
States government.
I). A. .1. Bacon, New York.
Mrs.
and
where
Denver,
City
jLake
.1. O.
Byrne, St. Louis.
stopped off for a more exten-jsiv- e
FIRE DESTROYS BIG LOS
visit.
ANGELES FURNITURE HOUSE
John C. Moyi. or Washington. D. ('.. TIMOTHY WOODRUFF'S
Furnilurc
ILLNESS NOT SERIOUS, j Los Angeles,
Sept.
assistant chief engineer of the water
New York, Sept.
ol'!lued at In 25ti,nn was burned here
resources branch of the V. S. Geologa fire which destroyed the
Jaut night
ical survey, arrived In the city yester-da- Timothv L. Woodruff, former lieutenThe
and will spend several days here ant governor and now leader of the Barker Brothers warehouse.
The
at
was
$f,0.000.
valued
building
were
in
Brooklyn,
A.
district
with Glenn
engineer Progressive party
Grey,
In charge of the districts of Arizona considerably relieved today by the Humes endangered the entire
denial that Air. Woodruff's sale district. The origin of the fire
land New Mexico. Mr. Gray returned
of several weeks breakdown while addressing the fu-- ; was not ascertained.
from a

O. C. WATSON & CO.

L

ADOLF

TO

Los Angeles, Sept. flu. - lieorge II.
X
liixby. a millionaire of Lous Head),
chained will) having contributed to
X
the downfall of minor young women,
Si
was found not guilty by a jury last
The case against tiixby was
night.
is in Las Vegas
given to the jury at 5 o'clock yester- 1

t.

'

i

P. Robinson

MCN'S SUITS
or OVERCOATS

X

John C. Jloyt and W B. Hill of
Washington, D. C, are at the Monte-znn!,
KdV
AVhecler, well known Santa Fe
left this
i'r few
days in Kspanola.
Manuel Maiizanares left today fori
la business trip to Taos and will be
Igone about a week.

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
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President.
J. B. LAMY,
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Telephone tne Postal Tele- graph company If you do not get
your paper and one will be de- livered to you at one?.
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BEGINS

CREDIT AND CONFIDENCE
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!

President

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Giddings

General Manager
Editor

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, tlx month, by mall
Weekly, per year

15.00
82.50

(1.00

Dally, par quarter, ky mall
Dally, per quarter, ky carrier
Weekly, six months

11.25
$1.61
I .11

Booklet Free on Request

The chief function of this strong bank Is to provide credit for worthy
commercial enterprises and industrial developments.
Young men and women and young business concerns are invited to open
accounts with this old reliable Institution, which is willing to lend its customers financial assistance to the limit of their responsibilities.
To men of integrity and capacity In their business, this bank is always
ready to extend such credit as may be essential to the success of their

FIRST

THE

NATIONAL

BANK

SURPLUS

PROFITS,

CAPIM,
THIS IS

A CASE

WHERE

SMITH SPOKE FROM
OVERBURDENED

111,

OF
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VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's News Today"

AN
HEART.

PHONES:
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

BUSINESS OFFICE 286
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TROUBLE FOR MARCUS

the scavenger? If so, he uoes not the style of the present day is new.
seem to know it.
In 1850 they were back again to the
It just looks like one of those cases big skirt and the hoops so those of
v. here
everybody's business is
you who are here thirty seven years
business and until some one of from
now at the beginning of the next
the
his
the officials makes it
busines,
to see the wide
'cycle,
tld mixing bed will lie there until it skirt may expect
again and the hoop skirt fac-rets or some one wants it for fire
tcries in full operation. It must be
wood the coming winter.
admitted that the skirt of this day is a
Jf anyone needs it why not let them little more narrow than its predeceslane li now ami get u out. 01 ine wayi Bor o n3 years ag0 and it mugt be
If nobody wants it let the proper of-ndmitted, too, that it is not as pretty,
hcial remove it and save it until we but the genera,
simlIarity t0 it ia Btart.
tto some more city improving, but, for
,ing There is nothing in the gown
mercy sake let someone get the eye-- of the otner century to indlcute that
sore and the nuisance out of the way. it lad the
diapilanous Quauty of the
Then And Now.
ones of todny and tnere is notning t0
Fashion presents some funny whlrll- make one think that there was any
I happened to be looking the
gigs.
about it, but we must take into
other day at some plates of the consideration the fact that the
dresses of the women way back for a was not then discovered and they
hundred years and more and I saw could not make use of it. The deep
some things that surprised me.
slit of the 1SO0 sample, however,
This fashion business seems to go would seem to indicate that if there
in cycles. The first plate I saw was were any known way at that time to
one of 1730 and the skirt was very make a little more exposure it would
fill, looking as if the hoops were as 'l ave been taken advantage of by the
big as a hogshead. Then came the lovers of fashion.
It does seem as if the prevailing
jlsno one and here was the surprise.)
This skirt was a very narrow one and v. ay of the world was a movement iti
the waist line was way up almost cycles and that it holds good in the
breast high, and that looked quite field of styles as well as in that of
natural, but that was not the cause of climatic changes which appears now
the wonderment. The woman in the to be the generally accepted theory.
fashion plate had on a distinct slit So the slit skirt is not new but was
fiklrt. On the side it was slit clear to worn by our forefathers, or our
the knee and that was one hundred
and we are not as fresh as we
years ago, yet we are thinking that thought we were.

UNO

$245,000.00.

t

flit

a

It seems hard for Hie old fellows to learn new tricks and to realize the
Movement of the times which is toward an advance in all things that go
toward the improvement of our conditions.
The Tucson Citizen gives an illustration of this in an editorial on the
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
woinans' suffrage movement and the position, or the laek of position, of
Senator Marcus A. Smith, the venerable senator from Arizona.
HOME
Arizona is a suffrage state and the women have sent out a set of resolutions on the matter and have asked the senators to make known their position
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
on this live subject.
The senator preceded to hedge and said he thought the question was not
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
one of national scope and he did not know as he favored an amendment to
central Location.
the national constitution regarding this matter but thought each state should
handle it according to their own desires.
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
In reply the ladies met and passed a resolution, a portion of which reads
"Hello Smith! Wife had you out
as follows:
"That we. the Civic League of Phoenix, do hereby condemn the vacillating shopping?"
"Worse than that, Perkins she's
attitude taken by Senator Marcus A. Smith on this important issue for the
actually been buying.
vonien of the United States."
Senator Ashurst, who is a younger man. and sees the signs of the times,
answered the resolutions of the ladies with great courtesy and with some
THE BYSTANDER
enthusiasm and incidentally took a jab at his colleague and suggested that
the Jadies get busy if they hoped for the support of Marcus.
SEES IT.
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Senator Smith is not, and never has been, in favor of womans' suffrage.
He belongs to the old school and cannot seem to get innoculated with the
Proprietor of the
virus which is getting into the blood of so many American voters who are
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD
A Model Will.
PARLORS,
desirous of better things.
"1 give, devise and bequeath all my
The senator has an election pending next year and he is in the face of
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
The Best That Can be Bought!
the inevitable. He is standing on dangerous ground which may give way property, real and personal, of every
kind and nature to my wife, Mary V.
MARCUS CATTON,
AT ANY PRICE
under him.
It may be difficult, not to say unpleasant, for him to change the attitude Harriman, to be hers absolutely and
Son of the Famous
I
Take no chances on either
of a lifetime, but it looks like a stormy season ahead for the antis in Arizona forever, and do hereby nominate and
when a small amount will give
"BILLY" CATTON,
OF
THE
and Perpetual Marcus would do well to be seeking some effective and help- appoint said Mary W. Harriman to be THE
OLD
executrix of this will."
ful shelter.
who will manage his billiard paryou the protection that you
That was the will of Edward H.J
The ladies of Arizona may not care to undertake to use any of the draslors and instruct titose desiring to
need, and when you do use inlearn the game. All new tables,
surance get the best, as it is
tic measures of their English cousins, but they have an opportunity to make Harriman, the great financier.
it uncomfortable for Smith.
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
the cheapest, and
Judge J. R. McFie, of this city, has RESUME OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE VARIOUS NEW MEXICO COMMUNITIES
-been employed to attend to the look
lounging room for those who cater
ALWAYS SEE
ENGAGED IN CHASING THE FRONTIER OFF THE MAP.
to
the
pastime.
ing after of Borne
patented mining
,THE WORKERS AND DRONES
in the Harriman prop- c'aims
included
j
Quoting an editorial in the Xew- Mexican published a few days ago on erties and he showed me the will as
EVERYONE WELCOME I
M.
"Overcrowded Schools," the El Paso Times makes the following forcible
ai evidence of a model paper, remark-ridEl Paso Herald)
the
(From
Office United States Bank Building
comment
for its
and its effective
Pitcking up the New Mexico papers at random, as they lie on the
mmmemmmm
If mat rujunj
"The New Mexican puts an important question squarejy up to its read- manner In brevity
transacting a business of exchange table, one 'gathers much interesting data on the progress and
ers in language they cannot misunderstand in the excerpt published above. so
who
has
the Insur
of so great imof
the
purchased
and
is
great
and
development
stirred
magnitude
Southwest,
by the splendid spirit of
Too true it is that under the present system of taxation the energetic and
ance Business of the L. A.
portance.
loyalty to advancing ideals, and by the energy displayed in pressing forto
drones
of
while
the
the
civilization
burden
few
are
bear
made
enterprising
ward all worthy movements. Taking (he papers as they come to hand:
I wonder, after all, if one of the
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
rean Hie benefit, when tliev aather in the "unearned increment" the fruit
The Carlsbad Argus tells of the sale of 32,000 boxes of peaches from
good companies, good protection
of others' toil. Hut, a change is imminent. There is a growing disposition things which helped to make up the
the
Carlsbad project; shows that property which sold for $166,000 in
to make the drones do their share, in Houston. San Antonio and other wonderful success of the maker of
1912 paid taxes on only $26,000; relates the transfer of
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
$180,000 of propTexas towns vacant lands held by speculators are being assessed at values (l is will was not the power to concentrate what he had to do and do it in
erty in Chaves county in 1913 that could not be found on the tax rolls
approximately those assessed against adjoining lands which are improved. the most brief and
m
at all; and has a poem on the slit skirt.
concise manner
1
Thov ii ru taking ttie tnv nff i mnrnvempiit and nuttine it on the unearned incre.
European Plan.
The
Journal
has
a
to
deal
Albuquerque
good
about
the
state
say
fair,
meut of the idle lands where it properly belongs. This procedure will compel possible,
Meals At All Hours.
WOODY
STAGE LINE
is
to
which
beat
all
the
records.
Great
going
are
preparations
being made
the holders to improve or sell to someone who will improve. This is aj Aside from the brevity of it, this; to entertain visitors.
Rooms in Connec- - M
Eletrant
the
Journal
Editorially,
congratulates the country
modification of the Henry George theory of a tax upon land only, It works will is notable in another way, and
tion. Steam Heat,
From
that President Wilson has not allowed congress to make itself ridiculous,
g
out well in Houston where it has passed the experimental stage. Santa Fe cne that must appeal to anyone who
Electric Lights and Baths.
and
declares
new
that
the
was'
in
bill
all
its
currency
BARRANCA
features
TO TAOS
leads
and
school
it,
is
houses."
the
that
worthy
needed
that
much
for
and
great
it
the
money
get
might try
IS
copied from the Aldrich currency measure, which makes it safe. The
master of finance and big figure in
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
We believe (he Times is right and that there is a new tendency toward
Meets
Both
North
South
Journal
also
tells
of
the
activity of the Girl Scouts in Albuquerque.
man's world .appreciated what his
241 San Francisco Street.
a change in the methods of taxation and lifting the burden, partially at the
The Santa Fe Xew Mexican tells of the offer by the chamber of comjf
Bounds
Trains.
wife
to
had
been
she!
and
that
him,
Hear S, W. Corner Plaza,
least, from the shoulders of those who have been carrying the bulk of the was the one who was
merce of substantial prizes for the best design for an ornamental
Leave Barranca on the arrival at
gateway,
deserving of the
load.
mmmmwmmmmmmmmmm
and for street signs. It mentions the coming of Westgard, the pathfinder!
Is
above
else.
It
the
north bound train and arrives at
recognition
everyone
ot
tne
lana
been
values
nogs an
and gives the names of contributors to the new Circle Drive
In Xew Mexico we have long
carrying the
repair fund!
Bign and makes one
Taos at 7 p. m.
and the speculators and they have gone free of the worry of the taxation feel encouraging
Editorially, the Xew Mexican defends the priesthood from Schmidt, critithat after all, with the present
Ten miles shorter than any other
cises the recent packers' banquet, lauds the men and women who dare
burden, being naturally content to let the other fellow carry it, while tney condition in the old world, with the afGood covered hacks and good)
way.
hazardous
wont without the load.
and
talks
of
adventure,
roads.
good
finities, the joy rides, the separations,
team. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
The Las Vegas Optic devotes its leading editorial to the work of
It is about time that the fellow who tries to do his share toward the the domestic difficulties and the loose
furnished commercial men to take In
the Y. M. C. A., the rest of its editorial page to a striking article on
improvement of his property should no longer be compelled to pay for the .ay in which many have grown to re
the surrounding towns. Wire Emfcudi
sex hygiene as a topic for school study. A table shows that some conn- privilege while the values possessed by the man who does not pay are being gard the marriage tie, that the old
station.
ties have paid !)5 percent of current taxes up to date, while others have
idea of marriage has not died out and
enhanced at no expense to him.
Pa'd 56 and 57 percent, Santa Fe county being the slowest pay, and Mo- It seems as if Texas is setting a good example which we of this state that there are those men still, among
Kinley the best, with Luna a close second.
the ones who have had all the temp
would do well to follow.
The Montoya Republican declares that there are from 3 to 15 bunnies
a
tations
association
the
(hat
and
of
the game
worldly
give
Let the drones improve property or get out
on every acre of lund in eastern Xew Mexico, and says no one need suffer
who
still
a
realize
that
good
brings,
chance to those who will.
from the drouth while the rabbits last. The Republican offers to sell
woman is the greatest creation of the
0
feterita at cost.
dea
and
true
is
wife
that
Almighty,
The Kara Visa News tells of the work of the school girls and bovs
COURTING PARLORS
serving of all that a man can bestow
THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
making things for the fair; the school well has been fenced, each room
Those Lutheran parsons, dowii in southern Ohio, who are going to urge upon her.
has a water cooler, and a library has been established. Editorially, the
the general council of their church to put a "courting parlor" into every
There is a lesson to be learned and
The Vlslgraph is the result of 28
News urges patronizing of home merchants, and exalts the
church building are certainly headed in the right direction.
spirit of inthere is hope to be found in this model
years
experience. Contains all the
It
asks
the
worst
that
of
dependence.
the
road
in Mineosa draw be
part
of the Typewriter art
There would be some problems to solve before the courting parlor could will of Edward H. Harriman.
developments
whether
there
is
improved,
available
any money
or not. It contains inBest In the world. It has
fill every need. Socialism may be spreading but courting remains one of
items
Fire, Life, lAccident
from
Pleasant
View
teresting
personal
Flats. The winter of 1911
84 characters
with a single
our individualistic industries. "Two are company and three a crowd." So
is warned not to come back.
Why Is It There.
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc'
corners
or
nooks
to
find
would
uncosy
be
enough
(he problem in a public parlor
shift, light action and
Several Times within the laBt few
The Estancia
tells of fairs, fairs and fairs, here and
1o meet the call for privacy.
limited
Interchangespeed;
old
me
asked
over
that
the district. The Philomathian clubs discussed "How to amuse
(here
why
days people
able carriage and platens,
ESTATE
:.,! n,ic nniH he rimiB hv limrnwiner a lesson from the barroom. That mixing bed was left in the road at the our young people." An article on "Farming with dynamite" is commendrapidly set marginal and colcorner of the park after the walk was
is, build the parlor like a hall, with recesses on either side.
to
ed
the farmers. It is noted that dry farmers produced this year 15
umn stops. Absolute visiICs no laughing matter, though; this need of better social centers. And; laid in the plaza.
to 20 bushels of wheat, and also that "The skeletons of 50 extinct
Tigua
most of us in- City Property, Farms
bility and handiness of maI do not know.
Indians were dug up from the ruins of LaCuarai." One may well be
especially during the cool months, when the weather keeps
nipulation, with drop forged
doors. In olden times there were parlors at home in which daughter could
relieved to know that the Indians were extinct when their skeletons were
Ranches, Orchards
such
are
of
a
There
lot
things
just
type bars. It Is a durable
see her "steady." But in our big and crowded cities, with high rents forcing. l re that are a puzzle and no one can
dug up.
Land Qrants, Etc
s
and
it
a
different
machine.
story.
dependable
The Roswell Morning News is strong on good roads. It
people to pack into tenements,
are done as they are
tell why
earnestly
has its mid this they
Ask for Catalogue or Agtnts Terms
advocates, editorially, the paving of (he principal streets of Roswell, takSparking a girl in the presence of pa. ma and little brother
strange performance of the
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
drawbacks. Small wonder there's a tendency to shift the Bcene to the dance leaving of this big mortar bed right In
ing the rain as its text. It declares that Roswell. never has made a
mistake in choosing the best, and says it doesn't care what material is
Distributors for New Mexico,
the way where one has to climb over
hall, the wine room or some other place where danger lurks.
SANTA FE, N. M.
used so that it is the best to be had. Its arguments in favor of
And all this while the church plant stands idle most of its time, open it is one of the freak things which
paving
week.
the
El
are
or
twice
Paso surrendered to them long ago. The News also
during
is wont to pull off hero
unanswerable;
only on Sundav and once
Of
on somebody
raps gambling.
Clearly the church isn't doing all it might to better conditions here
every now and then. There it lie?
luck.
The Albuquerque Herald also strongly boosts good roads, and deearth. We wish those Lutheran pastors
tiay after day, both an eyesore and a
0
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
clares that the new Santa Fe railroad shops will, add
nuisance and no one seems to have
to the city's
j
population; construction will begin in about ten days. It tells of sucinterest in the taking away of
any
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
OF
IT CALLS FOR SPEED
cessful fairs all over the state.
this bit of furniture which has per-on
roll
the
a
safe
for
pay
wasn't
professor
was
a
very
it
when
time
NEW MEXICO.
There
The Roswell Record thinks that the English suffragettes are burnformed Its part and should be rele- NEW MEXICO
SANTA FE
of Uncle John's Chicago university to let much of his inside radicalism boil gated to the heap reserved for all past
ing insane asylums and hospitals for the feeble minded, in order to keep
ears.
over into the public's eyes or
out of them. The Record tells of the earnest efforts of the women nf
and useless things.
It will not pay you to watte your
Times change; and radicalism Is not so horrifying now, especially if you
the city to equip all the ward schools with gymnasium apparatus. It also
reto
is
it
Whose
any
way,
duty
For this occasion the Santa Fe time wrtlng out your legal form
dress it in fine linen and let it wear perfume.
shows great activity among the women's clubs.
out
worn
utensil?
move
of
bit
a
such
he
when
Ten
years ago.
when you can get them already printRemember what Judge Gary said recently?
The Silver City Enterprise shows increasing activity in
will sell tickets to Deming
He is down setIs it the contractor?
mining.
ed at the New Mexican Printing
told some of his Steel Trust pals that monopoly would have to climb off its
The first meeting of the Southwestern New Mexico Sportsmen's associaone
and
return
and
at
and
Texas
between
the
boundary
his wheels had slip- tling
tion is reported. Editorially, the paper leaps on the mail order houses,
high horse and try to placate the public, they thought
one-thifare for
this state. Is it the duty of some of
ped.
urges greater protection of wild birds, and disapproves of that sort of
FROM ALL POINTS IN NEW MEXICO.
the workmen who made the plaza
The heaJIng demulcent qualities ot
Now comes a Rockefeller professor with a book In which he up and says,
"optimism" which refuses to admit that there is anything that needs
walk? They are busy at something
To Deming and Return,
bold-likFoley's Honey and Tar Compound are
and right out in meeting, that there aren't two ways about it Big
better.
the
for
changing
is
He
marshal?
Is
it the
else.
not duplicated in any other medicine
FROM SANTA FE, N.M.
Business has got to stop its brutal war on labor unions and has got to admit still confined in city
The Alamogordo
tells of the enthusiastic meeting
the hospial. Is it the
Either that, or
ent nn its board of directors.
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
o
.
i.hnr in
is
which
of
Commercial
the
It' , I t o ii i a ii , ri, ui .aw
down
club,
to
real
getting
aggressive work
deputy? He does not seem to have
Dates ot Sale, Sept. 29th, 30th, ottered you is an inferior article. Refor Otero county.
liig Business will get smashed.
noticed it. Is it the mayor? It hardly
fuse to accept it for it can not pro
jOctober 1, 2, 3.
The professor puts it more mildly than this, calls It an evolution from
word
about.
And
so
the
The
goes
good
papers daily and weekly tell
duce the healing and soothing effect
or words to that effect. But the punch is cc ems as if he would be expected to
in
191
Oct.
industry,
Return
J.
to
10th,
democracy
Limit,
a
of
normal
the story
social existence, with no undue
tvranny
healthy, happy,
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
are foredoomed to attend to that kind of thing. Is it the
there just the same the punch that the
emphasis on the dollar, but with an eye toward general betterment of
street committee of the council? The
insist upon the genuine, which conH. S. LUTZ, ACT,
SANTA FE, N. M.
feel
living conditions, the proper use of the resources available in nature's
tains no opiates. The Capital Phar-- n
to keep up with the members have enough else to give atsome
takes
It
speed
But
Gee!
times
Yes,
change.
stores, and the enjoyment of life as it goes along.
tention to if they will only do it. Is it
acy.
procession!
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A WOMAN'S PROBLEM

""in

eyes,
a woman often sees wrinkles, hollow circles under worn
the
did not turn to the right remedy when
"erow.eC-alecanseshe
which are distinctly feminine. Backache, headache,
untold suffering
STassiWderneousnessand drains upon vitality-bri- ng
TcomMhood and the face shows it. The nervous system and the entire
feels the tonic effect of
womanly make-u- p

IN

and

INVIGORATE
TINY GRANULES.

NEWS OF THE STATE
Maze, a defective flue.
The combination is not uncommon.
The result is generally business for
the fire department and the insurance
companies, as well as the butcher, the

Snake Bit Him.

Sunday while out walking near bitRoadinaster F. M. Davis, was
ten on his leg by a large rattlesnake,
end but for the prompt action of Section Foreman Dafoe who accompanied
him might have lost his life. Dafoe
quickly threw Davis to the ground and
cut two deep slashes with his pocket
knife through the wounds made by
the fangs of the snake, carried Davis
to the track and took him to Duran
on the switch engine and forced him
to drink nearly a quart of whisky.
Carrizozo Outlook.
Du-ra-

baker, the candlestick maker and the
of houses.
Jesse Holden is the latest to have
the experince in Alamogordo.
Mrs. Holden
Saturday morning
lighted a fire In her cook stove about
6 o'clock.
Other matters claimed her
attention immediately after and when
Fhe returned to the kitchen to prepare
flue had
breakfast the damaged
to the roof." In an ln
blaze
the
spread
Constable Arrested Them.
!c:edibly short time the house was
Walter Darr, constable for this pretotally destroyed and with It all the
cinct, arrested two young fellowB who
personal effects of Mr. and Mrs. Holdhail from Kansas, Tuesday evening en.
saved only the clothing in
for the alleged theft of a black horse whichThey
they were arrayed building
and buckboard at Belen.
and contents a complete loss.
McFar-lanThey gave their names as
The storehouse of the Southwestern
as
and Flanders and their ages
was
r.ailroad company
damaged
1S.
It seems that they have been
to the Hold-- I
slightly, it being
traveling through the slate and getting en home, but it adjacent
was estimated by
tired of walking the supposition is
Evans that fifty dollars will
that they appropriated the rig to make Agent
cover the loss.
sight seeing easier.
Two coaches of the company wers
informed
that
they
We have been
quite
severely scorched and one open
Loto
Louis
swapped the black horse
Cloudcroft car was totally destroyed.
pez, near San Antonio, far a gray and
Mr. Holden is an engine watchman
When caught they were
$5 to boot.
for - Southwestern company at thU
id was occupying one of the
' houses just south of the stu-son the west f ide of the
It was a Bmall frame house,
a tender prey for the flames,
ey were fairly rooted in the
material of which the house was
v.ill be turned over to the sheriff from dry
The fire laddies responded
built.
was
crime
the
where
Valencia county
and did their usually heroic
promptly
Standard.
Marcial
commit ted. San
work. But for their presence the loss
Tragic Shooting.
would have been considerably greitef
There was a tragedy at the Green without a doubt.
House Sunday. Mrs. Marchman, who
The company's property was sufhas been running the place, had been
ficiently insured to cover the loss,
her
with
several
for
days
quarreling
but Mr. Holden carriei no insurance
man, J. B. Pope, over money and on his household eooi
personal
the nuarrel

renter

living
for the

9

wcflTHER

in the lower part of the abdomen, and
ran down into the thigh. Dr.

MRS. MANGES
ESCAPES
OPERATION
How She Was Saved From
Surgeon's Knife by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Mogadore, Ohio. "The first two years
1 suffered so much from

I was married

j
I

j
I
I
1

I

female troubles and
bearing down pains

that

A

could not

stand on mv feet
long enough todo my
work.
The doctor
anid I would have to
undergo an opera
tion, but my husband
wanted me to try
I.vdia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable
first. I took

:
!

40 to 68
Yesterday's temperature:
humidity, 43. Remarks:
degrees;
Ciear and warm.
At 8 a. m. today the mercury stood
at 47 here; in other cities as follows:
Amarillo, 50; Bismarck, 40; Boise,
42; Cheyenne, 30; Dodge City, 50;
30; Flagstaff, 30; Grand Junction, 40; Helena, 48; Kansas City, 54;
Lander, 44; Los Angeles, 60; Modena,
38; Phoenix, 62; Portland, 44; Pueblo,
44; Rapid City, 44; Roseburg, 42;
46; Salt Lake, 50; San Francisco, 60; Spokane, 44; Tonopah, 32;
Winnemucca, 36.
Local Data.
Highest temperature this (bte last
year, 64.
last
Lowest temperature this
year, 43.
Extreme this date, 51 years record,
highest, 80 in 1892.
Extreme this date, 51 years record,
lowest, 34 In 1907.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Tonight
fair and Blightly cooler; Wednesday
partly cloudy, threatening and cold-

Ros-wel- l,

WWVV.--
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AMERICA-BEVER- IDGE,

ROOSEVELT

PRINCIPAL SPEAKERS.

Sept. 20. The
Progressive national service and the
Progressive service of the slate of
New York will be hosts at a dinner of
farewell to Colonel Roosevelt the
n'ght before his departure for South
America. The dinner will be held at
the New York Roof Garden, which is
the restaurant having the largest accommodations of any in New York
City. The committee in charge of arrangements for the dinner includes a
hundred and forty persons, among
whom are such well known names as:
Mrs. Hamilton Fish Jr. Mrs. Arthur
Scribner, Mrs. Douglas Robinson, Mrs.
Ralph Sanger, Mrs. Lorillard Spencer.
Mrs. Albert J. Beveridge, Mrs. Oscar
the
Borglum,
StraiiH, Mr. Gustom
sculptor; Mrs. Maud H. Elliott, of
Newport; Mrs. Gouverneur Morris,
Mrs. Amos Pinchot. and Gen. N. Wins-loWilliams, of Baltimore.
The Progressive national service is
a department of the Progressive parly
dedicated to placing accurate information on the principles outlined in the
Progressive party platform at the dis
pcsal of the peple at large. Its business is to maintain a living tie between politics and every day life. Its
aim is to insure the democracy of the
Progressive party. The active executive departments of the service are
under the direction of Miss Frances A.
Kellor, New York, chief of service:
Donald R. Richberg, Illinois, director
cf the legislative reference bureau;
Paxton Hibben, Indiana, director of
of
education: Jane
bureau
the
Clifford Pinchot.
Addains,
Illinois;
Pennsylvania; George L. Record,
and Robert G. Valentine,
Massachusetts, directors, respectively,
of the platform departments of social
and Industrial justice conservation,
popular government and cost of living and co operation control. The active administrative
department are
under the direction of William
Morgan, New York; Raymond
Robins. Illinois and William F. Cochran, of Maryland. Among those
in state service work are
Charles J. Bonaparte, of Maryland;
Mrs. Charles S. Bird of Massachusetts,
and Alfred R. Baker, of Illinois.
The national service work through
state services, of which the New York
ttate service, under the presidency of
R. H. Post, is one. In conjunction
with the national service it has charge
of the farewell dinner to Colonel
Roosevelt. R. K. Forsyth la chief of
the New York state service and Richard S. Childs is the head of the Progressive education bureau in New
York.
The dinner has a twofold purpose;
tn bid Colonel Roosevelt Godspeed on
his journey and to celebrate the debut
el the Progressive national service in
national affairs. The speeches of the
evening will be devoted to explaining
the purpose and scope of the work of
national service.
the Progressive
Booklets describing this work have
been prepared for distribution at the
dinner. Albert J. Beveridge, Raymond
Robins, of Chicago, and Colonel Roosevelt will be the principal speakers.
Raymond Robins will speak on "Progressive Service," explaining that its
purpose is to bring into politics the
courage of idealists, the counsel of
trained thinkers and the patriotic impulses of average men and women.
Colonel Roosevelt will also speak of
the Progressive service work, but his
principal address will be general in
character. Ex Senator Beveridge, as
spokesman of the rank and file of the
Y.,

New-Jerse-

prom-iren-

Here's How
to Begin

side at Hie dinner.
The idea of the Progressive service
will dominate the arrangements. For
this reason, a rule has been adopted by
the committee In charge of arrangements that no one, save the guest of
the evening shall be excepted from
the payment of a ticket. The dinner
as been arranged at the popular
I rice of $:! per person, to enable the
ri nk and file of the party to attend.
The seating, save at the principal
table, will be at small tables for eight
persons each. Eminent public men
from all parts of the country have
signified their intention to attend.
Every provision has been made for
the accommodation of delegations
fiom other states and out of town
guests, for whom the choicest table locutions have been reserved.
O. 1). Cosare, the distinguished cartoonist, has been designated to make
a symbolic drawing for the menus of
tie evening, expressing the spirit
which actuates those who have dedicated themselves to Progressive ser
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The one good
way to begin the
day is with a cup
of good, rich
coffee.
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FIRST ARTICLE.
" Bcs) (ft Grow Can Oelfvir. "
Correspendent Shepherd, After a Year
Tells us
in England and Europe,
Why America is a Whole Lot BeThe Morey
tter Even If we are Annoyed
by
Co.
Mercantile
and
Sassy
Trusts, Greedy Employers
Policemen The Servility of ComDenver, Colo.
mon Folk Sickens an American.
(Editor's Note. William G. Shep
herd, staff writer for the New Mexican, sailed for Europe in .lime, 1012.
and has been staff correspondent of
this newspaper across the water for
fifteen months. All our readers arc
A
his articles.
familiar with
ago, the editor of the New
Mexican requested Shepherd to write
his views on the question: "Which is
the best land to live in Europe or
America." Shepherd has replied in
two interesting articles of which the
lives. In England
following is the first. He chose to that class all their
base his article on another question: this is part of every child's educa"What Kind of a Place is the I'liited tion.
In addition the children have had it
States?'-instilled in them from birth and the
By WILLIAM G. SHEPHERD.
belief conies down from their fathers
(Staff Correspondent.)
back-t- hat
London, Sept. 30. What, kind of a and grandfathers for centuries
Hie lower classes are made to
place is the United States? You San work for
the upper classes.
ta Fe folks are too close to it to give
It wouldn't be so bad if the thing
an answer. A man can get so close
to a building that he can see only a ended here. Hut the terrible part of
few stones in the wall and cannot it, to an American, is that the men
and women of the lower classes, betell what the building looks like.
For the past year I have been look- lieve it, too. They have been taught
that God made a certain few people to
ing at the 1'nited States from
and that
fine and
through the eyes of everyday be very
people to work for the
Englishmen, Frenchmen. Germans and He made other
Italians. I've associated with common fine ones and to keep them in silks and
in
folks over here, folks who have to satins and fine houses. One prayer,
the English prayer hook, that is supfight to make both ends meet and who
to
said by Hie lower class is
worry about low wages and taxes and posed"Godbewill
help them to respect
the high cost of living, just as most that
And they say it and
of us folks do at home, and, back In their betters."
the minds of all of them, I've found believe it right.
And from all I've seen of the upper
this hope:
classes, it takes God's assistance to
bad
so
here
when
get
things
"Well,
you respect them.
that we can't stand it, we can go to help
The Englishmen say that our policethe United States."
men aren't polite, but neither are the
Y'ou have to get to Europe and see Loudon policemen. It isn't
politework
the condition of the people who
ness, nit servility they get tin dolto
for a living before you can begin
lars a week that makes them gentle.
fully realize that America is the best Anybody with a clean collar is the
place in the world to live. When
London policeman's boss.
say this, know that America is
They say that folks on our streets
I know that a few men control rush and bump into each other and
the money credits of the land; I know never say "excuse me." True enough,
that wages ought to be higher and that sad to say. But this is only a sign
capital is oppressing labor. But, in that in America every man is more or
America, there Is hope. In Europe less of the opinion that he's as good
there is no hope.
as anybody else, while middle-clasFirst, in America, the children are in England doesn't bump into anynot taught in the schools and in the body for fear he'll be jostling some
home, that they belong to a certain person a few grades higher in the soclass and that they must remain in cial circle. It isn't politeness; it's
Tin- -
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IF YOU ARE GOING TO RIDE ON A PASSENGER TRAIN AND VALUE YOUR
OWN LIFE, GET IN A STEEL
V
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COACH, THESE PICTURES SHOW WHY.
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FOR KENT Desirable rooms for
light housekeeping, 215 Garfield St.
Six room bouse complete
Good location. Posses
sion given between now and October
1st. O. V. Watson & Co.
For Rent

furnished.

ly

j

toe-hol-

$t)5.(m MONTHLY
Lady or gentle-- 1
man wanted as information reporter.
No canvassing. Spare time. Encloce

stamp. National Realty Information
'Bureau, file 247, Drawer ",(;!, Los Angeles, Calif.

Reliable man for San-'t- a
SALESMAN
FOR PUBLICATION.
also open territory in New
Fe;
U.
S
of
Interior.
the
Department
to sell our imported and
Lund Office at Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. Mexico,
hand-coloreNOTICE

calendars;
liberal

and

nm.

'also

advertising specialties;
Notice is hereby given that Harold
to the right man. Thos. .1.
II. Brook, of Huckmun, N. M., who, on proposition
Beckham
Co., X27 Filbert street, i'htla-jdelpliiHomeft.
made
HUM,
Additional
Sept.
fa.
stead Entry, act April 28, 1M01, No.
:.
Sec(11(11.-,:NE
for N
SE
tion 1.1, Township 19 N., Range 0 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, Act June 11, 1006. ; FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

is that one good
way. Roasted ifl
small quantities,
you always
it with its full
flavor.

IS

The London street, car conductors
say "Thank you." when yuu give
lliein your fare. For the first few
days in London it pleases you. Then
after that, you begin to see that it's
not politeness. If you'll notice, you
will discover that he doesn't
say
j"Thank you" to anybody in old clothes.
A nil, alter you've been in London for
ja time his "thank you" nauseates you.
In
America, as I see America
through European eyes, humanity got
on the
a new Klarl, a new
road of progress, for it was born at a
llime when ordinary folks had been
lull but utterly licked by the upper
Classen of Europe, it gave tired hu-- i
inanity another grip. I like to call il
(the laud of humanity's second wind.

!l,

Solitaire,

vice. work.

WHAT KIND OF

the Day

Jemez National Forest,
List
hereby gives notice that all persons
claiming the land adversely or desiring to show it to be mineral in character must file objection with this
office, on or before October in, 101".

MASONIC.

Montezuma
No.

SAYS SHE'LL COOK
BETTER SOUP NOW

Sherr complained that his wife In- sister on cooking the head of the
chicken In the soup; and any one who
knows anything about soup, he said,
will testify that a chicken's head will
spoil it.
The pair took up this phase of their
difficulty in the corridor before the
case was called, and Mrs. Sherr
to taboo chicken heads

Lodge

A. F. & A. M.

1,

Regular communication first Mouday
of each month at
Hall
at
Masonic
7:30.

PELOADO.

FRANCISCO

Register

For auick results,
little "WANT."

E. R. PAUL, W. M.
CHAS

UNNEY. Secretary.

E

Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second:
convocatlen
Monday of each month
Hall at
at Masonic

MASONIC

7:30 p. m.

J.

LODGE

GRAND

MEETING
ScoiiisH Giles

Be-llni-

Santa

Ke

No. 1. K. T.

mm

p. m.
WESLEY O, CONNER, JR
W. E. GRIFFIN. Recorder.

Fare
One and
for the Round Trip from
all po'nts in New Mexico
to Santa Fe and Return.
h

October 12th to 22nd.
RETUkN LIMIT:
October 27th, 1913.

E. C. ABBOTT,

Agt.. SANTA FE.N.M.

E. C.

Santa Fe bodge of Perfection No. 1, 14th deAncient and Acgree.
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite
Masons are cordially invited to attend.

DATES OF SALE:

II. S. LUTZ,

Commandery
Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

on

October 15th to 25th
One-Fift-

H. P.

Secretary.

FE, N. M.,

SANTA

A. MASS1E,

SELIGMAN,

ARTHUR

j

CHAS.

A.

32",

Venerable Master,
WHEELON, Secy.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe IyidgeNo.
460, B. P. O. E,
holds Its regular
sessior. on the secfourth
and
ond
Wednesday cf each
month. VI' 1 lag
brothers are Invited and welcome.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico

1

EDWARD

P. DAVIES,

j

Exalted Ruler,
C. H. WILSON,

i

Chai. F, Eatley,

EA8LEY

.

Chas. a. Enley

A EA'JLF.Y,
aw,

,Lq

.

i.

--........Secretary.
-

..

Attorncya-i- t

Gamp
W. A.
meets second Tues-

Practice In the Court ana De(r
Department.
iand grants and titles examined.
Santa Ke, N. it., branch OUlce, Eit
cla, N. M.

M.

13514,

La-a-

'

Q. W. PRICHARD,

re

Santa

day each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit- lug neighbors welcome.

.
A. G. WH1TT1ER, Consul.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-LawPractices in all the District Court, a. E. P. ROBINSON. Clerk.
and gives special attention to case,
F. W. FARMER
before the State Supreme Court,
Homestead No.
Oftice: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
'

DR. W. HUME

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and I.
Phone Ren S.
Office Hours 8 a. ra. U i
And by Appointment.

2879,

Brotherh-

ood

of

Amerl-ca- n

Yoemen.
Meets second
s
and fourth

...

Mon-day-

of the
at t h a

month
Fireman's Hal).

K-

H Foreman. R. L. Baca.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

Santa Fe

N,

Lodge
of

No. 2, Knights

meets
Pythias
Second and

For New Mexico: Tonight and
Wednesday generally fair; not much
change in temperature.
Conditions.
The high barometer over the north
Pacific Monday morning has moved
slowly southeast toward the Salt Lake
basin, and overspread Idaho and Montana. Colder weather is reported
from Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Nevada, and cloudiness and rain from
northern Utah, northern Nevada and
Southward over
southern Idaho.
southern California, Arizona and New
Mexico low pressure continues, with
clear skies and moderate temperatures.
Conditions favor fair and
slightly cooler weather In this section
tonight; Wednesday partly cloudy,
threatening and cooler.

Baltimore, Sept. .30. The wife's
to cook better chicken soup
promise
LEE
Mrs.
me."
for
done
has
led to the reconciliation of a pair when
Ohio.
D.
10,
Mogadore,
F.
Manges, R.
they appeared In the circuit court.
Why will women take chances with
The husband, Jacob 'Sherr, 72 years
halfan operation or drag out a sickly,
old was sued for alimony by his wife,
three-fourthearted existence, missing
who is 48. They were married five
of the joy of living, when they can find
years ago, and lived together until last
Pinkham's
E.
in
Vegetable
health
Lydia
May.
Compound?'"
For thirty years it has been the standard remedy for female ills, and has restored the health o'f thousands of women
who have been troubled with Buch ailments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc.
If you want gpedal adTiceCo.write to
Medicine
IjnU E. Pinkham
letter will
Linn, Mass. Tour
answered
and
read
opened;
woman an held in itrict confldencfc

WILL

TO

feeling.

'

every
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m.
Meeting in K.
of P. Hall over
Kaune's store.

er.

Com-nnu-

it.... Visitttaa and it made me well and
.llllCTC
strong and I avoided a dreadful operation. I now have two fine healthy children, and I cannot say too much, about

SOUTH

FOR

New York, N.

for ov4U
mental anxiety and despondency. Known everywhere and dealer
as the standard remedy for the diseases of women. Your
can
or
you
tablet
or
sugar-coateform;
MdJO onecem
sells it in liquid
Address
stamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
w. x.
Dr. K. V. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo,
D

PRIOR

ROBINS

It allays and subdues ncrvouB excitability, irritability, nervous exhaustion,
and org anie
other distressing symptoms commonly attendant upon functional and
reueves
diseases of the feminine organs. It induces refreshing sleep
years

SUGAR-COATE-

YORK JUST

PARTURE

DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION,

DR. PIERCES PLEASANT PELLETS REGULATE
STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS.

NEW

elii.-- s

party will pay an eloquent
to Colonel Roosevelt, in bid
in the name ol those
ding him fan-welpresent at the dinner and will deliver
n stirring call to the colors addressed
to the Progressives over the entire
country. Clifford Pinchot will pre-

FOR tubule

ROOSEVELT

lookine-elas- s

extracted the bullet, and says
there Is no danger of the woman dying
wiless blood poisoning should set in,
the bullet did not penetrate the abdominal cavity. .1. B. Pope, the would
be murderer and suicide, was a man
some thirty years old, who had lived
here several months, with no visible
means of support except his connection with the Green House. From
letters found on him It was ascertained he had relatives at Shannon,
Miss. A telegram was sent them telling of his death, and word came back
to bury him here, and he was buried
Lordsburg
Wednesday afternoon.
Liberal.
A Common Combination.
A stove full of fuel, a match, a
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All
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To Effective

January

1st, 1913.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. rn. to con-

westbound and
nect with
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
No. 3

m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific

The upper picture shows an over
turned Rock Island train of solid steel
coaches. None were telescoped, and
r.ot a person was killed, although
plont SO were hurt by being thrown
out of their seats.
The wreck occurred near Manhattan, Kan., a few days ago. While the
windows were broken, none of the
steel constructed cars suffered any
greater injury, and doubtlessly many
lives were saved because of the fact
that the carse were not built of wood.
In the lower picture are the
wooden coaches, a photograph of
New
k recent wreck on the
Haven line. Notice how the old wood
en coach was telescoped; how its Bides
and roof and ends bulged ou': and
splintered. Most of the passengers
were killed.
Oh, yes, the traveler's chances of
living long are better when he goes
over the railroad of steel coaches.

Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and e!os Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6: 05 p
m.

pis

fe

vj

!

i

a

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound 'r-ryln- g
El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:35

p.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con-

nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:30
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train

Reports.

visiting

Knights are most
cordially Invited.
F. STEPHENS, C. C.

H.
A. RE1NGARDT,

K. of R. and" 3.

UNION OF AMERICA.
FRATERNAL
Lodge No. 259. holds Its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.

Visiting brothers are Invited and

wel-

come.

BENITO ALAR1D, President.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

rrt

FELLOW8.

ODD

Cf

9

5

1

(1

(1. F.

Si.nta Fa LodEf
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
lu Odd Fellows H-Visiting brothers always welcome.
U.

Get rid of the torment of rheumatism
That you can do by ridding yourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kidneys allow uric acid poisons to remain
rheumatic pains,
in the blood and
swollen and aching joints follow. Take
Foley Kidney Pills to ease you of the
pain and torment. They will positive-- j
.ly and permanently build up the

restore their normal action and

:iteep the uric acid crystals out of the
ood and body. Try them. The Capi-jta- l

Pharmacy.
New

Mexican

bring results.

Want

Try

it.

Ads

always
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MOTORISTS

F. ANDREWS
and Market.

.,

TAOS AFTER A

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!
Try Our

AUTO DELIVERY

Phone No, 4

ANDREWS

1

B ARTHUR

GOOD

Service

Pll0ne

A

GREETED

ROADS

THAT;

fda
r

FAIRLY

AND

No-4

he a

Enoui.i
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inr t'n'niuc
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HEATERS

had expected and the weather it was Mexico Penitentiary, Santa e, N. M.
declared ideal!
Sloan vs. Reingardt Judge Abbott
This news will be welcome to the i again hearing the case of J. B.
Sloan vs. A. Reingardt as to alleged
many friends of those in the party.
The Santa Feans were in time yes-- j encroachment on Hillside avenue by a
terday to see some Indian dances and fence of Mr. Reingardt. Mr. Sloan got
out an injunction to stop the fence
to watch the horse races.
Today is the day the Indians at building.
Taos have their "beeg time" as this
"Rally Day" Presbyterian Sunday
i;t the feast of St. Geronimo. A brll-- j school, Sunday, October 5th, 11 a. m.
limit dance, a relay race and other fea- - What does "Rally Day" stand for? It
reanimated
tures are holding the attention of the stands for a reunited,
hundreds of visitors who today swarm school, a lively assembling for a common purpose. The school asks you to
around the pueblo.
Mr. Seligman stated over the phone be there to hear and see reasons for
tl at Mr. Dods, of Chicago, president of rallying.
Oil. Ever try
Get
the Automobile Blue Book company
good Olive
is in Taos and is expected to reach Souibbs? Fine. You pay a trifle more
than for an olive oil you know noth- Sn.nta Fe tomorrow.
The Santa Feans will leave Taos to-- ; lug about, but isn't your health worth
morrow and motor around the "circle jh? Zook's Pharmacy inc., succeeding
Fischer Drug Co.
drive" via Raton and Las Vegas.
That Prize Contest. If you are not
In the dwelling class there yet remains
DIVORCED WIFE SHOOTS
HER FORMER HUSBAND, 'time to got into line in the gateway
ior sign board class. This city should
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 30. Ris- have attractive sign boards marking
ing from the breakfast table to answer it sstreets. Hand your name down- to
the doorbell, Frank Ivy, a real estate posterity by designing .i wip.r.e:- in
dealer, was shot, probably fatally to-- that class.
FOR SALE CHEAP One Cole's
day by his first wife in the presence
of his second wife and their two ba- - Hot Blast heating stove, medium size,
bies. After firing two bullets into her used three months. Phone 287.
Interest This Architecdivorced husband's abdomen, Mrs. Ivy
dropped the revolver. Ivy picked up tural Prize contest is making a noibe
all"
'over the state. That means that
the gun and fired a bullet at the worn- an as she ran down the street. Mrs if you Santa Fe folks want to kaep
Ivy, the first, is now in jail with a bul- this money at home you Will have to
let wound in her leg. The shooting, jget busy. A big bunch of designs came
That
this morning from Clayton.
.'according to all accounts, was the
suit of a quarrel over the divorced 'means that there are outsido eyes gas- ing longingly in the direction of those
couple's fifteen year old daughter.

Wilson Heaters need no boost--the- y
talk for
themselves. Our $30.00 Ranges are EXTRA
GOOD VALUES. Come and see us.

'
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Everything
LUDWm

Fn

Supply Co.

Hardware.

VM. ILFELD.

W. H. WICKHAM

j

at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

AND

LOBBY

State-Wid-

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

re-ii- n

Ample faculties forlai'fc'e
unl small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS

WHOLESALE

AND

Pmes'

ANOTHER ENGLISH
LANDMARK

SPECIAL RATES
BY

e

-

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.

IS BURNED.

Dover. Eng., Sept. 3n. Another of
England's famous old historic homes,
Waldershire Park mansion, residence
the earl of Guilford, was destroyed
fire early today. No evidence was
found to connect the suffragettes with
the fire.

THE WEEK

FOR RENT Five room modern
f
blocks from
house one and
plaza. Joseph B. Hayward.
It Interests Every One The meet
ing of the Archaeological Society this
evening at eight o'clock in the assem-o- f
hly room of the Palace, is open to
ery one, but the. 125 members of the
society are especially urged to attend.
The season's work will be mapped out,
one-hal-

ev-b-

j

RET ML

OFFICIAL NEWS.

i

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Read
the
others by special invitation, will make
'brief statements that, may throw
much light on the subject. Every one
t
,,J "v'
.

f

i,7

Sola Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

j

'

45

LEO HERSCH

DON

JUAN

RIANO

NIGHT ON

r'ntrh a cold now and it is likely to

More School Statistics,
located on the tax rolls of the various
Preliminary reports were received counties. This amount ranged from a
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds io bulk and packages today from the county school superin- - few dollars in Quay county to over
ALFaLFA SEED.
tendeuts in Torrance and Guadalupe $180,000 in Chaves county.
counties.
These reports are not comThe only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Another New School.
plete but only show the districts in
An application was approved today
v. Inch schools are now
open.
u
Ior a 8cn001 ouuams ana
In Torrance conntv Charles L. Burt Ior
furnishings, in school district No.
Phone Black
Phon. Black superintendent, 21 teachers are em for
"BUSINESS ROADS," RATHER
Thirteen l,j in Santa Fe county.
ployed in 18 districts.
THAN "TOURING ROADS"
tchools have but on teacher, four have
Detroit, Mich.,
Sept. 30. Urging
Hearing Monday.
two and one has three. There will .be
of "business roads," as opBy agreement between the attorney support
nine months school in three districts,
posed to
"touring roads,"
eight months in six, seven months in gc neral and the state treasurer, the United States Representative Dorsey
one, six months in two and nvo alternative writ of mandamus against W. Shackleford.
chairman
of' the
months school in six districts. The the state treasurer to compel him to house committee on
roads, in au adhi
vest
in
the
the
permanent
money
24
the
teachers
average salary paid
before the American road conschool fund in the state highway dress
now engaged is $61.20 per mouth,
gress today, admitted he was not in
In Guadalupe county, J. V. Gallegos. bends, will be heard Monday, October
harmony with the dominant spirit of
superintendent, there are twenty dis-- ! 6th, instead of October 2 as originally the congress. He urged support for
court.
set
the
by
supreme
tricts in which school has opened, and
the business roads class, which, he
Six dis30 teachers are employed.
onril
almul fn "ihaanti. tvoncndPlD.
Rate.
.Cattle
ti icts will have nine months school,
Special
tion and lower cost of living."
A request for a special rate on
two will have eight months and 12 will
in carload lots from Gallup to TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
bold only for five months. The school
census of the county is 347(5 and the iV'agon Mound has been granted by
HAIR STOPS FALLING.
average salary paid to the 3ft teach- the state corporation commission for
ers above referred to is $63.30.
the purpose of allowing stockmen iu Girls! Try This! Make Hair Thick,
McKinley county to move their cattle
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
About Through With Work.
from a district where the range is
More Itching Scalp.
to
one
for
where
better grazing
The state board of equalization is poor,
can
be secured. This rate
Within ten minutes after an applirapidly getting the appeals before it the winter
closed up, and within a short time ex- is $53, as compared with the regular cation of Danderine you cannot find a
pects to be able to certify to the coun- r&te of $75 a car.
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your BCalp will not itch, but what
ty collectors and the state auditor, the
corrected tax valuation of the state
v.ill please you most will be after a
Corporation Amendment.
and the various counties. According
The Stern Hager Land and Live- few weeks' use, when you see new
! ! !
to a member of the board this will be stock company has filed with the hair, fine and downy at first yes
an increase over the summary of the state corporation
commission an but really new hair growing all over
How can I heat and cook 'aster, better, cheaper?
ts.x rolls as they came from the as amendment changing the name of the the scalp.
Let
t
demonstrate to you their Cook Stoves,
A litle Danderine
immediately
stssors, which total was $84,08G,518. concern to the Stern Land and LiveSouth Bend Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they are not betThis is taken to mean that the state stock company. E. H. Oakley, of this doubles the beauty of your hair. No
ter than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat vaboard has in general made raises in city, is the statutory agent for the difference how dull, faded, brittle and
riety of model at almost any price.
the majority of cases over the assess- corporation.
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Don't think that old range is "good enough for you." The differment as fixed by the county officials.
Danderine and
carefully draw it
ence in fuel alone in six months will pay for a new one.
One member of the board also stated
through your hair, taking one small
Accompanied Westgard.
Besides, remember there is a great difference between "the mail
State Engineer James A. French ac- strand at a time. The effect is amazthat it had been mentioned and the
order guarantee covering defective material and workmanship'' and
board was seriously considering mak- companied A. L. Westgard,
ing your hair will be light, fluffy and
their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction." Always dependable.
of the National Highways asso wavy, and have an appearance
of
ing a general order to the county assessors requiring them to put on the ciation, from this city to Albuquerque abundance; an incomparable lustre,
tax rolls, if not already on, the sums yesterday, going with Mr. Westgard softness and luxuriance.
in the various counties turned In by in his six cylinder premier and return
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
the railroad accountants as not assess ing on the train last night. Mr. West Danderine from any drug store of
ed or at least not being found on the ward's car has a 142 wheel base and he toilet counter, and prove that your
rolls. This amount according to he had to seesaw around several of the hair as pretty and soft as any that
railroad's summary was $555,782. This turns on LaBajada hill. However, he it has been neglected or Injured by
total is the aggregate value of prop- seemed to think the big hill was one careless treatment that's ail you
erty which changed hands in 1913, in of the points of Interest on the route surely can have beautiful hair" and
which the actual value was ascertain- and stopped several times and took lets of it if you will just try a little
Danderine.
ed, and in which the land could not be pictures of the road on the hill.
;
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Socorro, N. M., Sept. 30. Before
Judge M. C. Mechem of the district
court, Steve Barrett, charged with the
forgery of half a dozen checks in the
name of John W. Cox. a Datil cattleman, yesterday pleaded guilty to an information filed by Assistant District
Attorney Harry P. Owen, and was
sentenced to serve not less than three
nor more than five years in the state
penitentiary at Santa Fe.
Barrett secured something over
which
$1,000 on the spurious checks,
he secured while in the employ of Mr.
Cox He left for parts unknown after
cashing the bogus checks, which were
d
Albuoueraue bankThe
bank piaced the case in the hands of
the Pinkerton Detective agency, representing the American Bankers' association, and after months of work
on the part of the Pinkertons, Barrett
was finally
located at Fall River,
Mas.
He was arrested and Sheriff
Barrett, returning with his prisoner
last week. Barrett waived extradition.
over to Sheriff
turned
Barrett
James a little more than $300, when
the officer took him in charge. Barrett is a young man of about 30 years
He
of age and of good appearances.
expressed regret at having caused
anyone to lose money through his
acts and told the court his endeavor
would be to make good all of the loss
at the first opportunity.
Jose Montano, charged with assault
with a deadly weapon on Alfredo
last, also
Sais, at Kelly, in June,
pleaded guilty yesterday to an information and was sentenced to serve
eighteen months in the penitentiary.
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iThe public schools of Galisteo opened
today wjth Mlf)g jOKephine Cunning
iham as principal and Jose Villanueva
'as assistant. Superintendent Conway
isays that the outlook for a first, class
school service in that district was
never better.
Disagreeable Company The friends
of John V. Conway are telling a joke
at the expense of the county school
Word was brought
superintendent.
to the city that Mr. Conway was on
the train to Rowe, N. M., In order to
inspect schools. It is said that there
were two insane people on the same
train and they excited a good deal of
attention. It appears that Mr. Conway was in such a hurry to leave the
train that he left his overcoat aboard
much to the amusement of those who
knew him.
Tickets for the banquet to be given
at 10:30 p. m. Monday at the De Vargas hotel in honor of Don Juan Riuno,
minister of Spain to the United States,
will be placed on sale tomorrow morning at all the banks and drug stores
of the city. The tickets will be $2.50
each.
The banquet will be attended
by many ladies as well as gentlemen.

de-n-

Santa Fe Hardware

toP'

Inc., succeeding Fischer Drug Co.
Visits School County Superintend
ent John V. Conway visited the Lamy

out tor the
bt3 tu
monthly meeting ol the Archaeological Society at the Palace of the Gov
ernors mis evemus
's"'. . w..,,v.
INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND
BE SURE.
This Evening
Drill Rehearsal
fc'anta Fe Commandery No. 1 will meet
this evening for drill practice. All Sir
Knights are urged to be present.
Eight o'clock sharp.
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fnone juon. mis. i. ,,1!.
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contestants in ine
ijic
1
crirved at the famous pueblo at
p 'prize contest are handing m their
yesterday in time for dinner, ThejBjgIlg daily. Some are devoting 'htse
enly car that had any trouble was8t ;Wo days to finishing t.ui s on
the Doran ear, but it reached Taos their vork, and (thers are Jus! ni.i;'.
" "r'! jt!:ii boirds or gateways.
safely.
7
The motorists fo.und the roads from
pjGS FOR SALE Good stock
here to Taos much better than the? gr.d 8 weeks' old, $3.00 each. New
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Bnds, Fancy and Ostrich
er. Etc-- , are shown at
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TUESDAY NIGHT.

Don Juan Riano, Spanish minister

to the United States and special rep
CIRCLE DRIVE ENTHUSiASTS.NO
resentative of the king of Spain at the
disCanoncito and Glorieta school
of the cross to Junipero Ser-r- a
unveiling
WAY.
THE
ON
'
the
He declares that
MISHAPS
,lic,s veKtcrdav
at San Diego, will arrive at Lamy
,
,
in charge of
Monday night, October fi. He will
Miss Katherine H. Prltchett is first come from San Francisco on the Calclass in every respect. The super- ifornia limited, which will be stopped
START HOME
intendent made arrangements for the at Lamy to allow him to make a side
opening of the school at Glorieta with visit to Santa Fe.
TRAVELING VIA RATON j
Miss Jesse Bell in charge. Miss Josie
The minister will be met by a motor
Lujan will have charge of the school car in which will be representatives
and
Kosher
For
Fine
Sausage
will
school
Her
Glorieta.
at
lower
"Good weather, good roads nud a
of the city and Chamber of Commerce,
Meats try the Modern Mar-ikeopen about October 20. Mr. Conway whose guest he will be for
good time."
Frank Maurer, proprietor.
just 24
Misses
Ruby
that
advised
been
has
Such was the message received by
Hurry, hurry, hurry. The Chamber Roibal and Lulu Krick have been hours.
the New Mexican this afternoon over;o( Commerce Architectural Prize con
A program of entertainment for the
elected to have charge of UdefonBO
... r
.....
.
.
the long distance teiepnone frnni
l
schoo s in district wo, it, and Manuel distinguished visitor is being arrangTaos.
at
Arthur Seligman
Isharn. Hand all designs in at The
ed and will be announced this week.
Montoya has been elected to the Agua
He stated that all of the motors and C'humher of Commerce.
Kria school in school district No. 30. The minister will leave for Washing-

This Weather is a Reminder
WE HAVE

WEATHER

GLORIOUS

nBssxssrsrsetszisaeamBMsaKbu

1

SEUGMAN

ectr

batteries.
Watch

TRIP

GOOD

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

!

Automooiie supplies anu
(inagey and Ervien.
vov.
tomorrow evenings
Mexican for mportant announcements
regarding the Architectural Prize con-- :
test.
Break up colds remarkably quick.
Cure la grippe, headache, and neural,
E

Grocery, Bakery

Aulo Delivery Every Hour

officers elected, and after the transaction of business, the location of the
Ben Hur room will be discussed by

LOCAL ITEMS.

REACH'

TUESDAY,

ton Tuesday night, again traveling on

the Limited.

The visit of Don Juan Riano to Santa
Fe is due to the courtesy of Col. D.
C. Collier, who is president of the San
Diego exposition, and who spoke to
the minister about Santa Fe as a city
of "surpassing Interest," and one
which he should see before returning
home.
Don Juan Riano speaks English perfectly and a very pleasant day is anti
cipated by Santa Fenns who are anx
ious to "dine and wine" the personal
representative of the king of Spain.

LACEVS DEATH
DISTINCT LOSS
TO SANTA FE

A

SOUTHEAST

Feath-unm- n

Ml If, I PR
CORNER PLAZA.

WALL STREET.
New York, Sept. 30. Aside
from
demonstrating the firmness of the market, the morning trading accomplished
little. Speculative endeavor was ham- Ipered by the lack of fresh material on
which to work. Market factors which
have shaped sentiment recently, seemed to have spent their force for the
time being and there was nothing in
the way of news which could even be
made the basis of a rumor. After the
early losses had recovered, business
grew quiet with a strong undertone..
Union Pacific made up all of its loss
and Reading rose a point above yesterday's close.
Bonds were steady.
Aside from abrupt decline In Union
Pacific, following the meeting of the
executive committee, which transacted onjy routine business, the market
was dull and
during the
noon hour. The list went off slightly
with Union Pacific, but later made partial recovery
The market closed heavy. The last
hour's trading was the most active of
the day. Selling pressure increased
steadily and prices crumbled away before the successful onslaught of the
bears. Union Pacific broke nearly
three points. Reading, Canadian Pacific, Steel, Amalgamated, Smelting
and other standard stocks fell a point
or more under yesterday's close.

for
Lacey.
Major John Fletcher
many years Congressman from Iowa,
who died last Sunday suddenly of
heart failure at his home at
la., was a member of the managing board of the School of Amerioriginal shape of a
can Archaeology at Santa Fe. He was
in some respects, the father of the
fits perfe&ly only
suit
movement which resulted in the exform
over which it
the
on
In
this
tensive archaeological work
vicinity. Some fourteen years ago, was m ade.
the attention of the department of the
interior was drawn to the excavations
in progress at the Puye, thirty miles When you crowd yourself
northwest of Santa Fe, by a New Mex- into one not made over your
ican clipping. The secretary of the
interior ordered the commissioner of own figure, you destroy the
public lands to make an investigation. lines and ruin the shn.pe.
In that manner, the attention of Con
gressman Lacey was directed to the
prehistoric, ruins of the southwest, for That is why "ready-mad- e"
he was chairman of the public lands
clothing never holds its
committee.
It was Congressman Lacey's atti- original lines.
tude to take the word of no man without investigating for himself. For that
reason he visited the Philippines, Por- You can avoid th's
to Rico and other far away portions of by having
the United States. He decided to see
the Paparito ruins for himself.
Ed. V. Price & Co.
Two weeks were spent on horseback
in the Pajarito region and from that
time on, Congi'essman Lacey worked
our famous Chiindefatigably for the preservation of
American antiquities
introducing a cago tailors, embill to make the Pajarito region a national park and putting through the body your personof
measures for the preservation
ality in your new
the national
American antiquities,
monuments act, the act creating the
Mesa Verde park, saw to the establishWinter clothes.
ing of the Petrified forest as a national monument and pushed other measures of similar import. In August of
Gome in Today
last year he attended the summer
school at Santa Fe and in the Rito de MCCLINTOCK & WRIGHT
His interest in the
los Frijoles.
work makes his death a decided loss
CATRON BLOCK
to Santa Fe and New Mexico. He was
EXCLUSIVE MEN'S STORE
FE'S
SANTA
72 years of age.
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The Clarendon Garden,
I PHONE 12
SANTA FE,
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RESOLVED

THAT IFTOLT VANT
To STUDY "VALUE 5
COMES To ITS. WE
HAVE LEARNED To
fjET WHAT YoJ WAHT

That Burning Question

'

and maketm: Price

Beacham-Mignardo-

The Reliable Hardware Store.

RI4HTS0"WE CAN
KEEP

YourTrape:.

WELL: IT'S SCHOOL TIME AGAIN. A SMART MAN IS ALWAYS
LEARNING; IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO LEARN. WE ARE ALWAYS
HARDWARE
WILLING TO LEARN ANYTHING NEW ABOUT
WHEN ANYTHING NEW IN THE HARDWARE . LINE COMES
OUT, WE KNOW IT AND GET IT FOR OUR CUSTOMERS. WE HAVE
STUDIED OUR BUSINESS AND WE ARE STILL STUDYING OUR PAWITH
TRONS' REQUIREMENTS, AND TRYING TO SUPPLY THEM
HONEST HARDWARE AT HONEST PRICES.
BUSI-NES-

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

PHONE 14.

"IF IT'S

HARDWARE

WE HAVE

COMPANY.
IT."

PHONE

14.

